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SUHMAUY*

The work reported in this thesis was concerned with tho 
UBÙ of a fast coincidence measuring system, i.e# an apx>aratua 
uaiiig scintillation counters for the measurement of short time 
intervals between nucloar radiations# The results deal 
partly with the technique itself and partly with its 
application to tiie study of nucloar isonerion#

It has been recognised for a long time now that there 
are certain inlierent limitations to tho meaourofleiita which cun 
he nado with a fast coincidence systoni. In the first place 
there iti a lower limit to tho resolving time which can be 
obtained and in the second place almost all fast coincidence 
oystcns generate by virtue of their detection procossoo enorgy 
Uopoiident, instruuental time delays# This means that tho 
a-;parout time of un event is influenced by tho energy of the 
radiation# Those two aspects of instruncntation are of 
great practical im^mrtance where very sfiort times are being 
measured •

Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned witii these problems of 
ins trumontation, clmj)t©r 2 with the dove 1 oilment and theory of 
the subject and chai>tor 3 with a précisa expérimental study of 
instrumental timo delays and resolution. Tho results are vor) 
ca isfactory# They demonstrato tho actual performance 
of a system, provide illustrative curves and numbers, and 
indicate tfie manner in wliich any other system may be q'*Ickly 
acsossod and ita limitations ascertained. In addition the



measuremonta jjrovido pleasing coiifirmatlon of tho latwat 
thooretical work which has been done on the subject and 
rovoal tho Inadequacy of some of the earlier treatment:a#

The rest of the thesis is concerned mainly with the 
aoasurericiit of isomeric lifetimes, four new résulta being 
reported and discussed# The background to the subject ia
considered in chapter 1 where tho various features of Y-ray 
omission fron nuclei are reviewed in simple terms and the 
relationship between these oloctronagnotit jAionomena and the 
choix and collective models of tho nucleus is described,
Tho value of tho neasurcciunts lies i>rincipally in their 
bearing on those luodols, and while they provide only u snail 
addition to the already substantial data on the subject they 
aro not insigiiifleant# Throe of the measuromonts huvg
yielded rosuits which do not accord with the general teadeacy 
of enhanced rates for K2 transition probabilities , thus 
CîrapJiatîising the need for more detailed knowledge of aucloLir 
states, particularly whore there is mixing of colloctlv, ard 
single particle excitations#

The first lifetime measured was in «oui-magic 
It is an E2 lift^tiuo, 17 tiuoo longor than tho sin^l^ protc.fi 
estimate# This was at first found rather surprisiig ifice 
anbIhsr D2 lifetimo in Co^4o already boon doternlnei &Q
17 tiî ôo shorter than this estimate. As explained in 
chapter 4, the result is not quit© so surprising whe% mr«

careful consideration is given to the results for oticrutsc’ccl



This invostlgation suggastod that ther*o night bo souo
other retarded E2 transitions in nucl«i simi.lar to that
is to say In other suui-uagIc nuclei whicli ©eoncd to exhibit
uixoti excitation nodes• iUi inncdlate choice for further 

I'lB 120study was l>a , and Bn , with % a jO rather than II r? 82, 
was also selected for exporincnt. This work is described in 
chapter 5» In both cases successful iaeasurouonts were ruule,
t.ho result Tor being very sinilar to that for and

120the Bn result not only giving a life tine but also
CO I rec ting a u earlier Lilsinterpre tati on of the decay soliene.

In chapter 6 the nensurcnent of a mixed E2 and HI
49transition rate in V is reported. This work was carried

out as part of a plan for the lnv<>3tig.itloJi of nauy isomeric
levels using sources prepared on tho H.T. sot by l4 HoV

133 120neutron activation. Tho work on Da and Sn was also 
carried out by this means but only after the efficacy of the 
procedure had been demonstrated In other cases.
The four i.ioasured mean lives aroi-
2.093 HoV level In Cq^ ......... (4.97 - 0.09)31 lo”^ soc.
1,890 " " "  (2.8 - 0.2) X 10"^ see.
2.304 " " "   (8.45 t 0.1B)x lO**̂  aec.
132 îcoV " " .........(3.05 - 0.08)x lo"® 300.

Finally, in chapter 7 (mid part of tile iutroduction)
a nthere is a discussion of^misuccoGsful attempt to observe tho 

electric quaiirupole perturbation in the delayed angular
131corrélation botvvecn tiie 133 and tlic 632 koV 1 -rays of Ta



This was the initial %iroject undertaken by tho author*
It took up the greater part of 3a years without yielding any 
positive results. Tlie reason for this lies simply in the 
difficulty of the experiment, which was tackled in several 
ways rnd which will bo the subject of still further study*



CÎL\PTnR 1.

INTRODUCTION

(1*1) Preamble
lioat of our proacat knowledge of nucloar 

proportlee and our understanding of nucloar structure 
has been derived from tho atudy of nuclear apectroacopy, 
i#c, tho study of nuclear radiations* hinco tho 
nucleus is «wall and massive and nortually lies at the 
centre of an envelop© of easily disturbed olootrono 
Its direct observation is poosiblo only through tho 
tüodiuu of radiations which do not interact strongly 
with those surrounding olectrons* Interactions 
between the nucleus and tho oleotrons do occur and give 
rise to optical offocts from which some of the static 
properties of nuclei may bo derived* Furthor 
properties nay be studied by nicrowavo methods, 
atoMiC bean laoaaurojients and mass speotrome try but it 
io novortholesa largely true that tho radiations 
resulting either from tho epontanoous dooay of nuclei 
or froFi nuclear reactions cons ti tu to the prime aourco 
of infornation about tho nucleus* Consequently tho 
detection, analysis and Interpretution of these 
radiations has boon and still is of paramount 
importance in nuoloar phyaloo.
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A grcïat dottl of Information, partiovilnrly 
regarding the lighter nuclei, has been obtained 
from nuclear réactions, while at the other end of 
tho ECaio, amon^; the high - Z elemento, our 
understanding of nuclear structure first blossomed 
with tho detailed study of tho a-purticloa emitted 
in spontaneoua decay* It was tlirough the 
investigation of a-partlclc reactions tliat tiio 
very notion of the nucleus was first conceived and it 
WU3 tho analysis of a-partlclo spectra whicii first 
indicated the existence of energy levels in nuclei*

Perhaps tho most fruitful source of ideas in 
nuclear physics has boon tho atudy of and Y-ray 
spectroscopy. Tîiroughout the entire range of 
liucleidoo, fron tho neutron to the trans-urauic 
olamcnts there are more than 1,2U0 nuclei which omit 
p-purtiolos or Y-ruys or botli* The number of nuclei 
emitting 0- particles is about 12 times tho number of 
atable isotopes and there is a vast number of possible 
oxcited nuclear states whlch decay by Y-oral»sion 
thU3 greatly extending tho range of available 
information on which theories may be based and put to 
the test*

Of nuoloar thoorios there is nongwhich is 
comprohonsivo and which accounts even in principle for 
all thti properties of all nuclei* Instead there are



aoveral modols oacli of which furniohos a description 
of Q linitod range of ph<;nomonu* Two of thos© which 
have togothor provod ©xtremoly auccoeefuX in 
correlating many nuoloar data over a wide rango of 
atomic weight are the oliell model and the collective 
or unified model, and one of tho most profitable wayc 
of obtaining information concerning those modela has 
been tlie production and analysis of data on ï-ray 
cniisalon from nuclei, i.o, tho otiidy of nuclear 
isouoricn]# The reaaoji for thio ia that, by 
comj^ariaon witii, cay, 3-dociiy tho oaiaaion of 
clectrormguotio radiation by nuclei is a simple process, 
woli undoratood and involving only a few paramo tors and 
conctq)ta, Tho basic properties of tho nuclear otatca 
involved can be obtained by direct measurement or by 
tho oxatiination of side effects, auch as internal 
conversion and tmgular correlation», which do not 
depend on the nucloar wave functions* In this way 
unaubiguouB valuos for tho enorgioo, spins, parities 
and nomouts of nuclear statoo as well as tho 
transition probabilities for docay by Y-ray emission 
nay frequently bo obtained and compared with the 
predictions of one or other of tho nodol©#

The oxtreuo usofuliiods of Ï—ray cpoctroscopy 
as a nucloar probe has rocultcd in the devotion of



coii.sldorabic expcriîleutal effort £u:ul skill to 
tho devoliipuoat and inprovouoat of moasurlag techniques* 
Tho present day scintillation counter ia very much the 
outcome of this atiiaulus and iu association with tho 
latest olcctruuic devices groutiy oiriplifies tho 
practical tasks of the nuclear spoctroscopist• In 
particular, since the most iiq^ortant feature of any 
transition process is its probability of occurrence, 
and since V-ray transition probabilities arc generally 
very short and difficult to rmasure^ nuuerouo uethods 
Jiavc been devised for tho deterclnation of tho lifoticos 
of excited otatcs.

It is witii tills field of Y-ray apuctroccopy and in 
particular /̂ith the noaourcajcnt of very short times 
botwecu G'vonts dclooted in scintillation counters that 
the present v;orU is concerned . The investigations 
have been twofold. Firstly, a thorough tmü precise 
atudy has been nade of the delayed coincidence techniciue 
and of the perforaaaco of scintillation counters when 
used ill a delayed cuincidence apparatus, and secondly, 
this tucifUiquo has been used to obtain now information 
Qii several nuclear levels, Lioat of this information 
hearing opceifIcaliy on the colloctivo Qodol and on 
tJtc shell model .
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(1*2) _Kncloar I^onnrimn.
(M) '.le-iëntarv ©Icotronarmotio theory*

jln Isoftor is an unstable or excited nuclear state 
which exists for a ueaeurablo lengtli of tino and docaye by 
the? ütîîiesiou of f 1< ctroiaagnetic radiation* Voro sufficient 
excitation energy availablo the nucleus would doctiy vory 
rapidly by heavy particlo emission* For thio to happen* 
however, the «uiorgy required is generally sovoral îîeV̂  
wlxich means tliat do-oxcitation by V^ray emission can tal»o 
place at encrgius of up to a few MeV* The proccos is 
intrinsically slower than heavy i^artlcle owlsaion and in 
iiany ease a is greatly iidiibited by solootioii rules, ao much 
BO that there are numerous isomers with lifetimes 
cemparablo to those ctxhibited in tho still weaker 0-dccny 
proceos, and in quite a few instances tho two decay luodes 
are in competition*

Tho first case of isonerism was reported by Uahn 
(1921 ) who fc;und that UX^ and ÜZ, wiiicli have the eamo 
atomic weight and number, and which both result frcxa the 
decay of UX^, decayed with different i^erioda and différent 
D—particle energies* Tho oxx>lanation is tliat 1 *18 ninut»
UXr, is more highly excited than UZ and 0*13V* the UX^ 
nuclei decay to tho ground state Ü2 by tho enission of a 
394 koV Y-ray* Fourteen yearn lator further evidonce of 
iiiOiierlBU was found in ijuiiuri (Szilard and Chalmers 1333)
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and th e  pUeiiom^uon was confirned by ./U iaXdl and Kurclmto^
: \(1935) who ostabllî^iied the exiatonco of the 44 hour

Since then more than ^  200 Isomer© with directly
observable life time e havo boon found and a further GIO \

■\
nuclear levels havo had their lifotlaoo ostablishod by, \

\ \indiroot WL thoda auch ixa Coulomb excitation and ronouanpe \
\ \

f lucre sconce. bother tho lattor arc olaeaif led ao
isomers or not Iti me roly a natter of dofiuition* From %ho

\
8tandpoint of nucloar phyoics tho important thing i» that \

j ! \each states do exist and that thoir properties can bo [' \
Idetermined. 1

Until 1936 it had been thought that Y-ray emiaaion )
by nuclei iimat bo very faat, with moan lives in tho regioni
of soc. In that year however vou Ueisackor (1936) '
showed that large spin changea in the omission process
would account for Isomers# Ho estimated that for a given
energy each additional unit of spin change could slow down

6the transition by a factor of ^10 • This result was 
an extension of the theory of atomic spoctra (Condon and 
Shortley 1935) which was itsolf based on straightforward 
classical clcctroaagnetic theory modified in accordanco with 
the COi'respondcuec principle (Heisenberg 1923) . Tlie 
theory waa extended anti made more applioablo to nuclei by 
hoitier (1936a, 1936b) who gave a more precioo account of 
tho relationship between angular momentum and radiation#
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Tills pïMiuilo-classical approach Is quito simple and since the 
résulta arc basic to any itlscussioii of Isomoriom it will 
bo considered briefly horo«

In classical theory radiation is produced by tho 
oscillation of charges* For a charge q oscillating 
with a frequ<iacy V over a distance d it can bo shown 
(e*ü* Ilichtneyer and Kenuard 195U) that tho energy 
radiate<j per oocond is

“ - 4 u.i,
in which tho product qd is simply the dipolo moment D*
If two assumptions are now made thio result can be carried 
over quite satisfactorily into quantum nech&mics* Firatly, 
in dealing with diacrote energy quanta, it is supposée that 
the transition probability is given by i

"  " h ?

2and secondly, tho term D is replaced by the squared
omatriJ: element whore

| % 1  2 a  V t

That is to say, tho dipole moment is roplacod by the 
average over the two states of the corresponding quantum 
mechanical operator* hence,
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2 ̂ ( 1 , 2 )  3 ------------------- -------------

give a tho transition probability for dipolo radiation 
botwecu states i and f* Tho life time of the ©ta te i le 
therefore given by

T h iâ  cua bo api«lled crudely to tho nucleus* If 
i t  is assumed that x<or whore e ie the elootronic
cbarge and r the nuoloar radius thou for a Y-ray of lOO
kcY T 10**̂ *“ see. and for ono of 1 lieV f ^

«*1T
1 0  s e c *

Frcti the foregoing it would seen vory improbable 
that dipole radiation could account for isorjore* Those
lutter must therefore bo tho result of higher order 
transitions* Buch transitions cun bo treated in a uemi- 
claaBical way by tlio method of retarded potentials*

The eloctromagnotic flold vectors in free space at a 
point far froŝ i tho radiating charge system can bo oKproosod 
in ter.JB of t!io vector potential Ai-

H « curl A
in free spcioo (1*4)

E ss -  i  ^à/zt— c
Consaopjcntly tî»e radiated powor, given by Foyating*© voc tor 
£i «= (p  :: h ) c/4 : ;#  is derivable froia A * For radiation of 
:ui{;nliî.r I r tH p ie n c y  w, it a distanco r fron the source A can
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pj roxiîauteü by the exprosüioii

X Jj (v»aV) ctr '

+• •* )f Ikj ir'crf»© j elr’

-  “ X *vj

(1.5)

whvcra t‘u. Intégral G refer to tho iutorior of tiie charge 
fqr;!io„i and k 1b tho wave nuabor 2%/X or . Each tora
i n  tliXB expansion Is a different cîultipolu componout of tlio 
r a d i a t i o n ,  ciipole, qtiadrupolo, ootupolu etc., and tho 
latv .raie coxroapoud to tho different oultipolo moments of 
th î radiating system. It can be soon that tho Intograla 
aTki \;c'ialitod by the factor (l/^ ^ for the 2^tU OOwtpoiieat
and that each integral contains a t o m  TIio
r e l a t i v e  intensities of the components therefore vary as 
( r * / X  and succcosivo multipole© will inorcutjo in
probd/iliiy by a factor (r^/X)*^, For nuclear radiation 
of lot) koV this ratio is 10 \/hlch, in combination with 
e 1. (l#3), makes a lüO koV isomer of many eocondijt duration 
ao fuiiaiblo provided that tho radiation is of the 2 th ï̂ olc.
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This sinple treatment is capable of producing 
further results. If the vector potential ^  ia 
expanded not in tho form (1.3) hut to a higher degree of 
accuracy it boccnos appurout that tho radiation is not 
entirely transverse. Tiius radial compouonta of |£ and 
H exist, implying tho transport of angular moacntun»
ViiCii the calculation ia completed for the dipolo cuao tho 
rato of trunaruieaion of angular pcaoutua turns out to be 
I'/to I or, in tor*rf; of quantum mcchunice h units of angular 
rionentum for a photon of energy lit*) • 1 lei tier (1936a)
sîiowôd that in general a photon of the 2 th pole carries off 
fh units of angular momentua. It follows that for a 
nuclear transition botwcou states i anti f

ii « If » i (1.6)
or ^ i  |l^ - « A I

Tilua the multipolo order of tho radiation cannot be leas 
t.han tho spin chan go, and the lOO koV isomer mentioned 
silrvKidy would see::: reasonable whore a spin change of 4 was 
involved «

2iy a more general extension of oq# (l#2) it can be 
chowa(riora 1949# Uoisakopf 1931) that for any uultipolo 
coop ono nt tlu? tran*3ltioii probability isi

SK (In) k di
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whero 1» the matrix olcoent associated with the 2^
©lootric (e ) or magnetic (h ) Moment#

ttlion simple assumptions aro nado about n and
§■*

it appears that always, by a factor of
o/lO"̂ , suggesting that for a given AI the electric

transition should always tolco proforenca over tho magnetic
transition, and that tho latter should thoreforo not occur
Ilo-̂ ovcr, there are further solcotion rules wliich prevent
this state of affairs#

2Tho term , given byi

"  f j f y i

vaaishoa if tho total integrand is odd# Tïius if "l|/t 
and Yf both havo odd parity the operator must also 
havo odd parity, sinco othorwiso tho transition would bo 
forbidden# eleotric dix>olo operator,is
essoutinlly a length and therefore has odd parity, (g 
is an aroa and has oven parity while is derived 
from tlio angular momentum ^  x p and has cvan parity.
Xn this way tho following table for %)arity changes is 
obtained# This indicates which type of transition shocld 
occur in a given situation#
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gable 1.1

tiultipole Dipole Quad,' Oct, 16- 32- 64-

nioctrlo Yes No Yes No Yea Ho

Magnetio U o Yes No Yes No Yes

(b) Ay>T>licatlonB In nuclear phyeioa
As soon as Isomerism had been established in several 

cases and the main features of the transition process 
understoodf there followed several investigations of 
associated phenomena and there were a few absortive efforts 
to predict transition probabilities from various 
assumptions about the nucleus# The competing process of 
internal conversion was studied and found very helpful in 
the assessment of multipolarities and nuclear spins, the 
reason being that this process depends not on the nuclear

i
wave funotion but on the magnitude of tho electron wave 
functions at the nucleus*

Esteept for Z ^  20 and B ^  2,5 HeV the process is 
vory common and in some cases is much more favoured than 
Y-emission. The relevant paramotors are the internal 
conversion coefficients defined byi

U
%

a N CL, (U i)
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and tho internal coaveraion ratios K/L, L^/h^t ©to#
It rollowB from tho dofinitlons in oq«(l#Ô) that tho total 
nui'iber of transit ions, n, iô given by

h B Hy (l 4* ♦ CL|̂ + —  )

B iîy { 1 ♦

anu that tho radiation lifetino and tho obsorvod 
liiltimo are related by

T'y ® (l  ̂^XOT^ ( ̂ ^}

Thus, if is largo the obeorvod isomorio llfetiuo
i s  much loss than tho llfoticio for Y-ciaission which means 
that precise determinâtlono of Y-ray transition probabilities 
cannot bo nado unless the conversion coefficienta are known* 

hut, as hao been suggested already, it is desirable 
to know conversion coeffioionta for other reasons* Theso 
coefficients can bo calculated very accurately at the present 
tlrio (Uoae 193^) and even before the second world war 
(llebb and Uhlonbock 1938, Daneoff and Morrison 1939) 
roasoiLible estinatas of their magnitudos wore possible#
Since they depend on the multipolarity and character of tho 
acsociatod radiation these pro2>ertios may often bo inferred 
fro,a lioasureuonto of the coefficients* hot only that, in

cases of doubt sup lementary tasasureueiits of the internal 
oouvorBlou ratios, v/iiich are gonorally ©iBjpler to make, will
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F IG .t.lO  üT-shell internal conversion coefficients versus transition energy 
in units of for Z  =  64. The a ’s and ^*s correspond to electric and 
magnetic radiations respectively and the subscript denotes the multipole 

order.

00
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0.2 M  0.8 0.0 7.0 1.̂ 1.6

FI G. 1.1 b  internal conversion ratios versus transition
energy in units of for 2T =  85. The a*s and /S*s correspond 
to electric and magnetic radiations respectively and the sub
script denotes the multipole order.
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eubâtantlato tlioso finding a azici allow an unatabl(j;uoua 
&S3i^;zn3€nt to be made# Thia ia llluatratod lu fig# 1#1.

Another way of dotcraining nuclear aiilna wag provided 
by Hamilton (l94o) In the theory of an;;ular correlations*
The moasurouent of directional and %)Olarizatlon correlations 
la now a very powerful oothod of investigation In nuclear 
epoctroocopy, and since It is particularly relevant to ©onio 
of the work reported in this thesi© It will bo discussed 
in more detail in the next scotion*

The first part of this soction outlined the theory 
of Y#»ray ûulB&lon as it stood between the years 193^ and 
1949, when 75 Isomers wore known and the subject was 
rGviewed by Scgro and Holwholtx (1949)# Ao far as it

tlio theory is perfoctly correct but of llttlo Intorost 
la nuclear physios* The chief limitation at that tiue 
was the dearth of information on the nuclear wave functions 
which meant that the matrix elements could not be evaiuatod* 
Homo attempts at evaluation wore in fact made# but with littl 
Boooess until the introduction of the nuclear sholl model 
in 1950 ( Haxol et al* 1950» Mayor 1951). it this 
junoturo tho subject of nuclear laomorism received a great 
ie^petUB and during the next few years much theoretical and 
cxpcrimontal work was done on all ite aspects*

In 1951# following the advent of the choll model, 
Wcisskopf used a crude version of tho single particle 
model to oatinato transition probabilities for Y**ray
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Fig. 1.2 Gamma-ray transition probabilities for a single 
proton.
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oiaiSBiou» By aasuning that the radiation wa^ produced 
by a sin;̂ l̂e Independent proton decaylng^ to an s-stato ho 
obtained the results:

\ z ( n
/_$VZjEjr, \ , yKtf 

Ae,£ ~ 7  ^  (o (i.ao)

< /jsXy  6y Y*^/ V jV^”* 2iEr
11)

'wTiich load to the values given in table 1*2 and are 

Table 1*2 Average life times in so c onde, for A «= 100

E
îîoV 1:1 Ml B2 H2 F3 n j k 4 n4 K5 H5

0*01 4xlo”^ 2x10"^ 2 10® 10^® 10^7 10^9 10^^ 10^®

0.1 !*X10'^^ 4x10"^ 10-^ 10“^ 10 10^ 10® 10^® 10^^ 10^7

1 6x10 6xlo"^^ 10-^^ 10-^ 10-^ 10“'‘ lo“^ 10 10^ 10®

10 4x10"^^ 4xlo"^^
. 1

10'^ 1 0 - « 10-^ 10“^®10-® 10-7 10-^

illustrated in fig. 1*2 opposite* Froa those results it
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Eig.1.3 Comparative lifetimes for £2, £3 , E4 and £ 5  transitions, plotted against neutron number N". The theoretical 
lines, corresponding to matrix elements equal to unity for single particle proton transitions, are also shown. Points 

marked are based on mixed transitions.
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can be seen that unless tiio uatrix (clouent computed 
according to the Veiwi^kopr ui^dol is in error by $  10**̂  

it should be possible to assign tho multipolarity i/hcn 
Tv in known* If In addition tlho oonvorsion

coofricicnts and, in the cnso of camcadoa# tho 
angular correlation data are known, then it is nearly 
alvfays f easible to assign the Hpinu and parities of the 
st:itc3 unaubiguously and to label tihe radiations precisely, 
even to the degree of nixing involvced*

Following U'eis;>kopr• B theory (üoldîiaber and Sunyar 
(1331# 1933) carried out an capiric;al classification of 
iscnars the results of which, nlong with equations (l*10) and 
(1 # 11 ) have served until now as a bnisis of cowparison in 
tho subject* The general pattern, of their results can be 
B©on in figs* 1*3 and 1.4 ( tuknu frmm Goldhabor and Sunyar
1955).

In those figures the measured values for Ty are 
oxpressed in tho form of comparjitiv^o lifôtii.100, that is to say, 
tho dependence on h and A, ao oxpruissod in equations (l.lO) 
and (1 #11) is rouoved by wultlpllcaition by a suitable factor. 
The corqjarativo lifetimes thus obta;inod are true mo a sures 
of tho transition strength, i*o* of* the matrix elements, 
liiey indicate tho Validity of tho ihoiaskopf raodol and can bo
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Fig. f.4 Comparative lifetimes for A /l, A /2, A /3 and A/4 transitions plotted against neutron number N . The theoretical 
lines corresponding to matrix eluents equal to unity for single proton transitions are also shown. Points marked are 

based on mixed transitions.
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used In the asaessneiit of other aodola. To be succoscful 
a model must account for the dotailu of those figures# or 
of their nore contemporary équivalents# and# as can bo 
seoa# thore are a number of irregularities which require 
explanation. A particularly noticeable feature of fig#
1#3 is the cnlianccucnt of U2 transition probabilities# 
bince the me a sure wen t a to be re per ted wore all concorned 
witii E2 transition» this particular anpoct of isomerism 
*111 be discussed noro fully later.

(l#3) A]I Tulr Corro 1 a11 onb 
(a) Itoiiernl

The study of angular correlation^ is one of tho most 
powerful uetliods of particle and iiucloar idiysion# Indeed#
the existence of the. nucleus was originally ostablifihod by 
an angular distribution experiment (Ooiger and Narsdeu 1313)t 
and more recently the violation of thu i>arity principle ham 
boen demonstratod by a moasûrement of angular distribution 
(v/u ot al# 1357) • /my physical procoas v/hich produces 
oriented nuclei is amenable to treatment by the general 
theory of angular distributions an̂ ï correlations# Such
phynlcal processes are; reductioii to very low t enp era tu re a 
in Q nagnotic field# nuclear reactions and all kinds of 
nuclear decay# Nor need tho procesnoii be simple; several 
radiations can be involved# Clearly then# the eubject 
embraces an ox tensive field of espcriisental physics and
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FIG. I.5g Example of a directional coiTclation measurement

Source

:iG«_K5b Schematic diagram of a polarimeter. A, and C  are Bcintillation crystals.
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uur] only a restricted aspect of It will bo consideroci here* 
That aspect is tho angular correlation of two nuclear Y*-rays 
emitted in cascade* Even for this sinplc caso the theory 
le quite complicated in its details and only a very 
condensed account of it will bo i;ivcii hero, sufficient to 
clarify the exporir.iental work reported in chapter 7*

Tiie theory was first developed by Hamilton (l9̂ *L>). 
hince then it has bean greatly inproved and cxtoadod and has 
been treated in a very thorough ami comploto way by several 
authors (Palcoff and Uhlcnbock 19^0, Alder 1952# Fano 1955# 
liiedenharn and Koso 1953# Fraunfelder et al, 1955# Hovons and 
Goldfarb 1957)« Tables of the cocfficicnta referred to 
bolow aro available in several places (e * g , hiodenharn 
and Kooo# 1953# Siogbalm 1955# ^^apstra et al * 1959) •

Fig# 1.5a illustrates an angular correlation oxpcriacnt, 
and 'i2 are emitted in cascade and are detected in two 

counters one of which can rotate about tho source » as shown* 
The coincidence counting rate# when plotted as a function of 
f # gives tho angular correlation function W(B)# Tho 
latter can bo oxj>anded in the forms

M{ 6)  - Pj. (cor. e ) (1.12)
k

Wlion parity is conserved only terms with even k occur and 
*'nax Given byi
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2Up (1.13)
SO that in practise h io unlikely to bo greater than 4$ 
Honcos

y{d) m + A^ Pg(cos @ ) t A^ ^î (o o b O) (1.14)

“ G at 90^ and Vi(6) is symmetrical about 
90^ GO it need only bo dotonilnod in the range 90^ • 18o^. 
The anisotropy A is defined by%

A = (1.13)
v(90°)

1*0 • A *8 ^ ^4 — 1 (l #16)
1 + I ^

and can bo positive or nogativo.
The coefficients can be written an a product of 

two factors each of which depends on only 6no of the two 
transitiona involvedi

“ ï'k(^) ^k<2) (1.17)

In the most general caso tho radiations are mixtures#
f T I2 ^ polo plus 2 -pole say# with tho dogroo of mixing 

given by the paranotort

Intensity of radiation L* /. . ̂  \
** Intensity of radiation L \ • J

and tho coefficients can thon be written:



(1.X9)
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» P^(L^Ialb) + z8,r^ L^L^'Ialb)

\(2) . ^^(Lglolb) ♦ +SfFjj^(Lg*Ioll>)

where the middle torm in each sues is a aeusujre of tho 
coherent iiiterforoiice in tho mixed radiation# The 
coofricieut is given by

« (1 ♦ S,^)(l ♦ 8i) (1.20)
and will of course be unity for pure radiati-ons *

Those rcnarkii have referred to directional corrolatiens• 
They say nothing about the parities of states or the charaotor 
of the radiations* For inforuation on thin aspect of a 
decay sohemo a polarisation correlation has to be neasured* 
This involves a da termination of tho polarisation of 
(or Y^) as a function of O and roquiros the uso of some 
kind of polarimeter. Such a dovico in provided (fig*1*5b)
if the Compton scattorad photons frou Y^ stopping in counter 
D aro detected in a third counter (c) which can bo rotated 
about the direction of motion of Y^. The scattering 
process is sensitive to the polarisation of the primary 
radiation and is such that a detormination of tho amount of 
scattering both in# and porpondiculur to tha plane containing 
the cascade Y-rays provides all the nocoosary information for 
tho correlation to be dotormlned. Tliin mothod has boon 
applied to one of the decay schemes to bo considorod later

( i î i a h o p  and Percy Y Jorba 1954),
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In general the full details of a decay scheme are 
worked out by a combination of tho various uethods which 
have been sunaurisod so far in this cha%)tor# plus additional 
information from 3-decay and nuclear réactions# Tho decay 
c4Chomo6 of tho nuclei to be discussed later have been 
elucidated by all these aotiiodst tho limitation ̂ of which 
will become apparent as the thesis proceoda.

( b ) Perturbed directional corrélations
The foregoing paragraphs were concerned with a 

special and rather idealised situation. Tlio nucleus vaa
supposed to salt a photon; this left it aligned in aone way 
with respect to the direction of this photon; this 
alignment was maintained indefinitely until a second photon 
was emitted# and the dirootiou of tlio second photon was thus 
statistically determined. As mentioned earlier this 
process is but a limited aspect of angular correlations.
Tho elementary treatment of it given in those paragraphs was 
further simplified by the supposition that in the time 
interval between tho two consecutive transitions nothing 
happens to tho nucleus. In any normal expérimental 
situation this is unlikely bocauso most radioactive nuclei 
arc constituent parts of a solid or liquid source and are 
consequently liable to perturbations by electric and magnetic!
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FIG. 1.6

Illustrating the effect of an applied magnetic field 
on an angular correlation. The olllptical figure 
represents w(^) while is the precessioual frequency.
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fields* This moans that in tho Intorval botwoen tho 
transitions a ro’-aligimont io liablu to take place by tho 
nuclei rotating in various ways about tho impressed fields 
or field gradients. Not only that, if in the time interval 
between the tranaitions tho nuclei are subjected to 
fluctuating fields the population of the intermediate 
substates is liable to bo changed by induced transitions 
between different o-atatoe. Thio wipes out tho initial 
proTorrcd direction and ia équivalent to a loss of laonory*

These various offocta produce changes in the angular 
correlation, and for any given situation the changea thus 
brought about can bo informative. Tlioy can yield further 
information about the cloctromagnotio characteristics of the 
intormodiate state and/or information about the fields in tho 
source*

Figure 1*6 illustrates for a sii«plo caso how un 
applied field can affect tho directional correlation* A 
constant nagnotio fiold II is applied to the sourco, 
perpendicular to tho piano containing the source and counters 
One result of this is that aftor tho omisoion of tho 
nuclear wagnctic moment \x processes about tho field Ji with 
angular frequency a> given by:

<« » M  (1.21)-ft
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whoro g is tho nuclear g-factor and id the nuclear 
magnuton. Effectively, therefore, the frame of rcfcronco
defined by the direction of rotate a in the laboratory 
about U at this rate, and the angular correlation, defined 
with respect to this frame, also rotates in the laboratory 
as siiown in fig#1.6. For counter 2, thei'eforo, tho 
probability of detection of Y^ varies with time us well as 
with d , In fact, it nay be written down ass

Nov that u tlmo factor has boen introduced tho lifetime 
of tho intomodiato state must bo con,*^idor«d. If this 
lifotimo is very short compared with tho processional 
period only h ôliuII rotation of the nucloar franc of 
reforcnoo will have taken place bofore the emission of Y^ 
and tho angular correlation given by eq.(l,l4) will hardly 
bo affected. If, on the other hand, several processional 
periods, can oln%so before the ouiosion of Y^ then eq. (l,14) 
will not be applicable at all. Tlioa& considerations
conetituto additional grounds for tho measurement of isomeric 
lifetimes#

To deal with tho caso of perturbations it is necessary 
to consider in norc detail the coincidence arrangement used 
in tho detection of Ŷ  ̂and Y^. In practise the detectors
extend over an angular range monsurcwwata are
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made with a ooiiicidcnco system which has a flnlto resolving 
tin]G t̂ .̂ ir u delay is insertod in tho fiysteci so that 
only tho so Y^*e which occur at t̂  ̂- t̂, after are 

registered I then what is actually deternincd io, after 
correction for finite ù ê  (hose ip^ü),

e  vv/C»jt^ ac
V/Ce.to) = * _t/r h.23)I cit

If t^ ^  T ( tiio mean life) and if t^a o W(0 ) is
called the integral correlation, while if <  T
is called tho delayed angular correlation#

The integral correlation u(^) is, in the absonco of 
perturbations, given by oq#(l.l4) and is the function moot 
frequently dotormiacd in cxpcricionfcs* Applying Oi^#(l«2j) 
to the case of an applied magnetic field tho integral
correlation is given by:

• r JTTô
/ (1.24)

where the b ’» are tJie coefficient.s used when ) is 
expanded as a sun of terms b̂  cos , and
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The attenuation and ‘ azimuthal shift ’ <f> of an angular correlation 
I (lTo(0, 0)=1+0*2 cos 20) in a magnetic field perpendicular to the 

plane (k^, k,).

FIG. 1.7
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TliUs the lorroltitioiu function is both
attenuated and rotated# tho attemuatlon factor boin([
1 /  J  X + ( •  If both dotoctojrs are equally eonsitiv© 
to both radiations th«ro Is no rot tat Ion and the attenuation 
factor is 1/ Ĵ l + (kWT)^J • Pi^;.l„7 show© tho off «et of an
applied field on n particular intco^jral correlation* Froa 
the rjcaeurcÊient of such a corrolat:iou th»î Magnetic oonent 
of tho intoruediate stat» can be oHitalnod*

If tho ooincidoncc ays tern ancd decay scheme are euch
that

t_ < r 1> (1.26) ̂ J
whore is half the processional ;pcriod, l*o* » x/(o $ 
tlion a delayed correlation rneaeureinumt will yield the 
prccessional %>eriod, aiio lionco p, ulirootly* Counter 2 is 
set at ^0^ to the axis cf counter .1 and W(pO^#t^) is 
obtained by tJiu uso of variable do .lays or by tine-to-puls© 
height conversion (see no-xt two cluapturs)* Tho result ia 
a modulated decay curve, tis shown in fig# 1.8 in which 
is evident. If the a;̂ î  of counitor 2 is now rotated 
through the uocîulation sliouid bo altered in phase by
IBO®.

The illustrative cahe Just ctonsidorod embodies tho 
main features of all other cases. Tho general caso is



Decoy curve 
without applied field

t
Fig>lfl Modulated decay curve. Modulation caused by the spin
axis precession in the external magnetic field. =  time for

one half turn of precession.
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nu ch nîoro complicated but i;ivo3 riso to eiuilar roaults, 
will now be given. TI1O0O rooulte aro tai;en from

; toff on (1955) and Uoor and îîovoy (1959)*
In any caee whoro tho intornodiato nucleus is 

uffeotod by perturbing fields tho ooofficiinta of 
q. ( 1.l4) aro modified to;

-V “ ^k(^) h.27)
i.here G (t) Is called the attenuation factor. It
is a function of tine and is unity for t o o .  Thus
(1.14) now bocomosi

W(e,t) - «k(t) l\(Z) Py.(voa$) (1.28)
k

Uhen this is intogratod with rospoct to tino G, (t)-'-̂ O. » 
au<l it turns out that for the caso of static fields these 
G. * s can novor vanish. That is to say a "hard core" 
integral correlation always remains, no matter how strong 
Ui . j>orturbiug field# and for all cases of axial syumetry the 
minimum value of io given by

0^(L.in.) - U - k V -

For static interactions tho attenuation functions aro 
always poriodlc# while in the caso of time dependent 
interactions (o,g. lattice vibrations and brownian motion) 
t‘ioy generally talio an exponential form. In tho latter 
caao therefore tlio correlation decays with acme 
cluiractoristic half life and after several half lives io
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wiped out complctcXy. The intermediate nuclei aro no 
long€fr aligned with roopoot to tho original preferred 
direction and tho angular distribution of the ia
if otropio. Xiiis effect has boen studied by tho author* a 
supervisors (Azuua and Lewie 1937)*

The caso with which tho author was concerned was 
that of static electric quadrupolo interactions. The 
iuadrupolo moment of the nucleus interacts with tho oluctric 
field gradient produced in tho crystal lattice of the source 
material. Tho theory has boen worked out In detail by 
Abragan and Pound (1933) who found that for a polycryatalliao 
source the attenuation functions aro as followsi

'• O2(t)-l/5(3f2coa We®t)
I^=3^:0g(t)«l/5(l+4co@ (^at)

1

l^a2
Gg(t)=l/35(l3+2cos Lùgt ♦ 12co33 cb« t ■* tico«4 c^tt) 
Or(t)nl/63(29+12coBCi* t ♦ l6cos3C^t + 6cos4

G (t)-l/35(7+l3cost^e*t ♦ 10oos2 U)»t ♦ 3cos3C»e’t)
Or(t)=l/63(7+13co8 * IboosacOe^t * 230003^216"$) k ** y

^i.30)

where is the fundauontal procossional frequency given by

eQ 0 Cz
^  " 41^21-1) Î1 9a for integral X

***■ 2X^21-17 ^  intcci-ul ij
(1.31)
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attenoation coefficient for the delayed correlation as a function of 
the delay time i for andZa=2 (according to Abragam and Pound, 1953)
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Measurement of the delayed angular correlation in In"* with a polycrystM- 
line indium metal source. From a comparison with Eq. (1.30) an interaction strength 
Ayg -  17.7 Mo can be deduced [P. Lehmann and J. Miller, J. phys, radium 17, 526 
(1956)1.

FIG. 1.9
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rig# 1 #9a ehowH G^(t) plotted for 1^=2 and 5/2 while 
fi^. 1.9b shows the experimentally observed function obtained 
by a delayed anjular correlation rieaî uror;ieiit on 
(Leiim an and Hiller 195b) # From this curve tho quadrupole 
interaction frequency , ^Ivon by

uas found to bo 17*7 Ho.
Fron what has been said in this soction it is 

apx^arcnt that measurements of perturbed angular 
correlations can, emong other thingw# yield infortiiation 
about tho noraonts of oxcitod nuclear states. Tlio 
desirability of this will be dealt with in the next 
soction and uusuccesKful attempts to make such measurements 
on t\.c nuclei will bo discuosed in the last chapter.

(l,4) X^ucloar Hodols
(a) The oho11 model

Hio purpose of all measurements of conversion 
coefficients# lifotinos# angular correlations oto. ia tho 
improvement of nuclear theory. This is concerned largely 
with the structure of nuclear states but also with tho 
procoDSos whoroby these nay change. Sinco# as has been
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800U| tiie decay processes with wliich this thesis is 
concornod are straightforward and well understood they may 
bo reliably utilised in the collection of inforraatiou about 
unclear states. Such information can then be related to 
one or norc of thu various nuclear modolo.

It id most unlikely that a few measurements of 
isoncric lifetimes and such like data will radically affect 
tho postulates and conclusions of ajiy of those models# but 
the sum total of auch data arc thu facts by which nuclear 
theories nust stand or fall and at tho present time there 
±3 a till a nood for more facts on r.aiiiy aspects of tlio 
3UbJ ec t•

The subject of nuclccir models has been both 
CGC:p Tiensivcly and extensively revitiued. Only two of 
the models, wliich are relevant to tho ensuing discussion 
v;ill be considered lierc, and these only briefly and from the 
restricted point of view of the present work.

The nuclear sîiell model (or single particle model) is 
analogous to tho structure of atoms. It results in tho 
magic numbersÎ

K or Z = ü,8,Z0,28,:;0,82,12û,18;) (1.33)

which dominate no many empirical da ta, and accounts for 
many of tiio observed properties of nuclei, if not
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quantitatively, at least qualitatively* Altogether 
tîte ramirications of the inodel are extensive and attention 
’',‘iil be directed here only to the to’iicu of ioouerism and 
{|Ua(3rupole womenta.

It v/aa pointed out by Goldhuber and hill (1952) 
that th3 occurrence of iaoaors could be rolatod to the 
KA(;'lc numbers. From tiio data available at that tiwo it
UÜ.B apparent that long lived isomers (T^ >  Isoc. ) occurred
in "islands of isomorism" which lay Just below the magio 
numbers îî = 30,Ü2 and 126; Z » anil 82, and which 
stretched about halfway to the preceding nagic numbers*
The reason for this is that, according to the shell uodol, 
thoî̂ e regions are associated v/ith high spin states and 
corrcspondingly large values for Al. At tho same time 
it pointed out by these authors that thore were few
imonmrs for odd Z above Z = 3U and it was recognised that 
this was probably the result of cor© offoots* Thus in
tho region of the rare earths where oven—even nuclei (the 
cores of odd-Z nuclei) are cliaracterisod by low lyln^; oxcitod 
states the absence of long lived is oners is duo to a 
breakdown of tliu simple shall or one particle modal*

This breakdown is apparent also in tho more detailed 
classification of Goldluiber land Sunyar (1955) • Fig* 1*3
shows that in the region of the rare earths E2 reduced
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transition probabilities are generally greater than tho 
ningle particle prediction by factorw of Up to 100*
Moreover this enliancenent can bo seen to dioappoar as 
tho laagic number II a 126 is approached. This is 
©specially true for even-ovon nuclei, as ahowa in fig.1.10
(Sunyar,1955)•

here then there is regular dieagreewont with the
single particle model and it is clear that eonc syntematic
effect is présent. The some ayateaatic offoct is also
evident in other data, notably in qUadrupole Moments.

The shell model predicts qualitatively tho variation
of quadrupole moments with increasing h or Z* When a
new sJioll begins to forti the qiiadrupolo moment is negative{
as the number of protons, say, io increased q becomes
positivo and increases in tiagnitudu until the shell is
about 2/3 full; h then decreases to vsero at the next
magic proton numb or after v;hich it again bocomos negative.
To this extent the shell model provides a valid desori%;tion
of quadru])ole momonts, but when the observed )magnitudes are
compared with the predictions of the model tho latter are

1Ü1found to be much too small in many cases, e.g. Ta » Also 
thcro are many nuclei with only odd neutrons outside tho 
closed shell core. According to the single particle 
nodol such nuclei should have little or no «luadrupolo

17moment, yet Ü , for instance, with one odd neutron has a
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quadrupole moment Juat aa largo aa would bo oxpootod for 
a siuglo proton*

The riret proposal for dealing with these axxouallos 
waj cado by Rainwater (l95^) • Mo chowod that greater 
stability and larger quadrupolo momenta would bo produced 
in a spheroidal nucleus* This was talcen up by Dohr 
(195^) 'Mio developed a ”quasi-nolecular" model to deal 
with the vibrations and rotations of a doformable nucleus*
Tho theory was oxtcnaivoly duvolopcd <Lud applied to 
numerous nuclei by hohr and ilottclson (1955)« Since
then this unified model which umbraces both collootivo
and individual-particlo aspects of nuclear structure 
liixs proved oxtreraoly fruitful and has been tho subject 
of many investigations, inoluciing most of those reported 
herein* Accordingly sone simple aspects of tho theory 
and soiiia of tlio results will now bo considered*

(b) Collective effects in nuclei.
Fir rat of all there are collective offoctn which occur 

in spherical nuclei and which are relevant to tho discussion 
of and TJioso tako the form of
harnonic oscillations of the nuclear surfaco, liko those 
of an incûciprcssible liquid drop —  ̂ Jiciico the name 
hydroïlyna*liciil (uodel. Tiie nuclear surface may bo oxproeacd 
DlC I
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wiioro lî  is tho eciuilibrium radius, ^l^ia the normalised 
spherical harmonic of ordor Xp and tho amplitudes OfXp are 
are the normal coordijiatos of the oscillating ays tom.
Tims tile normal nodes of oscillation are multipolee with 
olgenfunctions which are the »amo as the
aigonfuiictioiiH of total angular momentum with (sX ♦ 1 ) 
degeneracy. Tile value X** 1 correui>ouda to an oscillating 
;îipolo, i.e. a translation of tlio whoio system, which 
cannot occur. Ihnico tho lowest order of oscillation to 
bo oxpcctod ia the (^uadrupolc oscillation with A «  2.

by a struigiitforward application of classical 
üsechanics the energy can l>o written aot

H  = ^  (1.35)

xiThicii roprcaeuts a aot of harmonic oscillators with 
fre queue it.* s

“* ' J 1

Here B\ aiul C\ are constants x/hicli, by hydrodynamical 
analogy, can be <iotor»»ined roughly for nuclei. The 
qUudrui>olo oscillations ( and it is only there that are of

Importance ) will bo charae lerisotJ by uxjited states with
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onergies otc. Tiio first excited
D ta to resulting from one excitation (quantum or boson will
have angular nonontuo 2, tho oocoud ono consisting of two
hof^ons will have J « 0, 2, 4 (only symmetric combinations
of bosons arc allowed), tho third one J w O, 2# 3# 6,
and all the states will have even parity*

On tho haoie of this model energies, moments and
transition probabilities can bo calculated* Puriidoxically
tho qUcxdrupolo moments should bo vanishingly coall whilo tlio
transition probabilities for iiWA — - '■>» O sliould bo
considerably larger than tho Woisskopf estimate *
Transitions from tho second 2+ state - ■*> ground otato
aliould be forbidden and cascades rather than cross over
transitions are thus to bo expected# The excitation
energies arc generally high and particle states arc usually
excited before an energy of iHiWi is reached* In
practise tiierefore the model is generally restricted in
its usefulness to the firat excited state*

/jatithetical in some respects to tho foregoing is
the case of deformed nuclei* Sphoroidal deformation
can result from strong cou%)ling between the core and u

1*7few odd nucleons (o.g. the caso of 0 referred to already) 
or it can arise quite simply by luirticic alignment when a 
shell is being filled up (c*g* aLiong the rare oartha)*
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Thus a nucleus witli several particles outside a closed 
shell can be tliougJit of as an oblate spheroid* As in 
the 0:130 of spherical nuclei classical mechanics proven 
useful in dealing with this situation*

For a rotating rigid body tho energy is given by

r o t  >
Tw

whore is the angular momentum about the ith axis and 
is tho corrospondlng uoncnt of Inertia* If tho 

rigid body has axial sycauotry orientations about this axis, 
3 say, are indistinguishable and hence for a nucleus o*
Also « 6^ n <5̂  say. Thon:

„ 1 (a)"
rot ** Z3f (1 *38)

and in quantum i.iechaiiica this bocoticsj

^rot “ %  h'39)
whore J is the rotational singular monciitura*

This result is valid for a nucleus with zero 
intriasic angular cjociontun* Duo to the oynimotry of the 
spheroidal nucleus on reflection tlirough a central piano 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis only ovozi values of J 
can occur in tiie rotational excitations* Moreover the 
excited states iiust have the sane parity as tho intrinsic 
ground state* hence the excited states arc :



FIGd.11 Angular momentum coupling eeheme fo r éefomud nuetel. Tb* total angular momantum. / ,  has the 
compotoaot M  along tba Used x-axli and tho oomponent K  along tho nuclear lym inetry axU, s'. The 
coUectlya roUtim ial angular nMmentam, R , it  perpeadlcnlar to the nuclear sjmunetiy axb; thum, K  If  entireljr

of the tartrlnalc motion.
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(Jîc) = 0+-, 2+, 4+, 6*, 8+ otc. (l,4o)
with = 0, 6, 20, 42, 72 otc. tlHOQ ^  (l.4l)

1 ,0, î*ot ^ * 1, 3*33# 7, 12, otc. tiwoo
Î rot “ 2. (1.42)

As an illustration Uf^ hue spin 0 and 
J 3» 2,4,6,8 for the first four oxcitod etatos* Tlio 
'^nergy of the first excited otato is 93 koV, that of tho 
see oral is 3«3 ^ 93 keV, that of tho third 6.9 x 93 koV and 
t1?at of tho fourth 11.7 x 93 koV. Tho above simple 
approach is theroforo <p:ite sound.

In general tho intrinsic nriipilar Momentum of the 
nucleus is not zero. Its wave function can however bo 
expressed in terms of the rotation operator D(a3^) (oeo 
Edmonds 1957) which refers to rotations through tho three 
îÀilcriaa angles a, 3 and T . Tlie eigenfunctions of thisK
total angular momeutuîi ŷ J(J-fl) Ti, projection î'ifi on the
ox>orator o O ( a ^ Y )  are those of a symuotric top with

z-axis and projection Kfi on tho "intrinsic” z ^axio, i.e. 
on tho axis of ayuuetry in tlio rotating fraiae.

In the nuclear caso, as haa boon soon, tho rotational 
angular momentum must be perpendicular to tho ©yoaetry 
axis* lienee figi 1.11 is obtained, in which K roprosonts 
tho contribution of the intrinsic aue;ulur momentum to the 
total angular laouuntuu. Thus there will b« a rotatlonal 
band of Icvolo corfospon«ling to h » U and otîiora
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oorr,"j3î>onvîing to K / 0. Xho total wave function of the 
nuclcui can be writtcnî

Zc*i ‘
(1.43)

whero <p reprosunts tho intrliwic struoturo charaotorlaod
by li aiid additional (quantum numbers Z . by on extension 
of tho sinplo argument given above tho following rosulto 
for K fi O arc obtainodi

excited state spins **11, K '*• 1, IC + 2
A (1.44)parity sane as for 

.iiKl the energies of the excited states are i

Ej « Ejç +fÿ[j(J + l) + a(-l)^*“(J+i) (X.45)

In view of aq„ (l.4j) any nuclear parameter or 
process can be thought of as having two aspects, u 
rotational and an intrinsic aspect* Tho rotational 
aspoct can be dealt witli explicitly since are
known* This means that:

a) States having a common ^ZK (^*^* state» in same 
rotational band) can bo precisely compared*

b) Transitions for which ^(pzK I 1*) tho 
same can be precisely coupuretl* (This includes 
transitions within a rotational band).
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Applying point a) to tiio matter of quadrupolo 
moments, tho intrinsic state will have an intrinsic
<)Uadrupolo nocicnt Duo to tho rotation of the nucleus
tho quadrupolo moment observed in the laboratory ia leas 
than Dasentially there is a smearing out of tho
nuclear shape so that the faster the rotation the more 
wpîàoricai is the appearance of the nucleus (see fig# 1.11 ). 
Thu result is that

“ ftrTTjfjV ïT^ %
According to oq. (1.46) u even for tho ground
state* This is because of the zoro point rotation*

Thus iii tho case of the ground state has
a. ^  J  a  1/Z (Mo t tels on and Nilsson 1959)* From the
hyp erf in e structure of Sjioc tral linos Q has boon dotominod 
as 2*7 X 10**̂  ̂ cm** (Murakawa and Kamel 1957) implying that 

M 5*8 X 10**^^ cm**. On the other hand has beon 
derived (lluus et al, 195^) from Coulomb excitation to be 
7 X 10**“̂  cm**. If Q could be obtained for an excited 
otato eq,(l,46) could be checked and tho different results 
com%3ared, Tho details of this will bo considered in 
chapter 7*

Api>lying point b) to transition probabilities tho 
relative probabilities for transitions in the satiio
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rotational band can bo calculated, Applying tlic results 
of Dolir and Hottolson (1953) to tho case of K » O the 
following ratio is obtainedi

(2) (J « 4 — J « 2)
"" '■■ '■  ......... .......... « (1.47)(2) (J » 2 --- J a 0) 7

Tilio recuit will be referred to in chapter 4#
I'hcncver A K  > L tho change in tho intrinsic wave

function gives rise to K-*forblUdennoso (Aluga ©t al • 1955) I
i#o, the transitions aro inhibited. The nurabor
V  8 An - b is the clogrcG of rorbifldonnoGa, and its effect
on transition j»robabilitica will bo referred to in chapter 4

A cîoro coraplote troatnout of tho intrinsic states
can be given in terms of the so called Nilsson asymptotic
quantum numbers (Nilsson 1955# hottoIson and Nilsson 1959)»
On tho basis of changes in those throe nunbors and in All
transitions cun be classified us hindered or unhindered,

1 HiFor instance tho 480 keV Ml transition in Ta la 
hindered according to the asymptotic selection rules.
The ncasured hindrance factor is x 10^# The
transition is therefore 97>'-* B2 since tho hindrance factor 
for the latter is only

It is apparent fron all that has Just been said that 
the extreme single particio description of Y-*ray omission
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has to be greatly modified when applied to nuclei in which
collective effects aro douliiaiit. The case of rotational
collective effects is, strictly speaking, only rolovcint to
tho exporimontal work described in chapter 7t hut it has
boon discussed in some detail huro because these effects
have îïeen the subject of much theoretical and experimental
atudy and aro now woll understood. To aone extent
thoroforo they servo as a qualitative guide to the
phenomena encountered in ophoricul nuclei and in nuclei
of tho internodiato region where neither tho hydrodynamical
nor the rotational model is applicable and in which the
single particle model is (juite inadequate, llenco, lacking

l40 130a noat theory lo apply to the results for Co , Ba ,
120Sn ~ , the authoi" was forced to ctako crude comparisons 

with examples tal:en from tho theory of rotational states,
In this way the measured lifetiuco were found to be 
qualitatively acceptable although nothing positivo or 
precise could bo done to coopare them with theory.
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cil\PTj:u 2 

Tlin DELAYED COinClDETIC:: METMOD»
Aim ITS limitations

(2,1 ) Pant Coincidence Toehiiiituoa and Tine^tO«»Pulaq JleijTht 
t^onvorslon,

(a) Pafit colneldeuco clrcnltfl,
Tho toclmiquos of delayed coincidence counting

and time-to-pulso height conversion wore dovoloped for uso
with scintillation counters, Tiie lattor respond rapidly
to ionising radiations and produce pulses vitii exceedingly f
faMt rising edges and with falling edges that can also he
ruch factor than any tiling produced by a Ooiger counter.
Thus the oci'tIllation counter i» the obvious choica of
<Tet̂  ctor for resolving tho stxall time interval» between
closely consecutive radiations such as occur in tho decay
of short lived excited status of nuclei.

A coinoidonce circuit is ono which accepts at two or
core input points pulses of widtli T* eay, and which givea éui
output pulao when these overlap. Ideally therefor© tho
circTJiit should give an output whonuvar tho centres of two
puleoa occur within T* second» of on^ anoth(r; othorwiae
it should give no output. In practiaa tho input pulses

* Following general practiso this expression is her© used 
to mean tliîo-to-puls« height conversion as woll as tho 
original tochaiquo of delayed coincidence counting; #
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FIG. 2.1
Illustrating what is meant by "rasolvlns tlco"# 
(a,b,c) for loa^ pulses, (d,e,f) for short pulses, 

*11. *= full width resolution*
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aro never %>erfeot rttoj> functions and tho circuits aro in 
any caso always limited lu rospoiissti »o that as tho tiuo 
interval between tho ceiitros of the inptit puleos varies 
tho coincidence output varies also in a continuous way* 
Moreover coincidence circuits always ;̂ivo some kind of 
output for just a ain^lo pulse*

Fi^. 2.1 illustrates the perfui'iiancw of à 
CO inc id a ace circuit both for 1 on̂  ; pul sos (fit:* 2«la) 
and for short pulfecs (fî ï* 2.Id). If tho input pulse 
length io T* the resolving tieie is (jiven by

where 11 and arc the input pulse rated and is the 
number of chance coincidences counted above the 
diocrimiaator level A1Î. When the riso time of tho 
coincidence output pulse, Tĵ î is riuch loss tJian T*, 
then T» X*

The resolving tine can also be obtained by plotting 
the Goiucidciicu counting rate as a function of &t 
the tirnc interval between the pulses (fig, 2* lo # f ) ,
Xlio width at half height of this curve is called the full 
width resolution, lier oaf ter referred to as the FWh*
The FiJ; at 2T. IHien T* the bes t resolution can bo
obtained, If the level AD (fig. 2.le) is varied the
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resolution curve (f 1̂ ;, 2«If) will vary and tXio minimum 
Full will be obtained when the level Al) is set higXt euou^jh 
to eliminate the flat top on the rosolution curvo*

X̂ ig# 2.2a shows a diode coincidonoe circuit used by 
Minton (1936) and fî ;. 2.2b shows the characteristics of 
this circuit when handling fast pulseo from a mercury switch. 
V/ith input pulses of 6 volts and tho Uiscriuinator sot at 
A the l*WIl will be '^1.3 ^ 10**̂  a©c. If the discriminator 
set tin,; is raised to 13 the FV/Il should in principle bo 
/V3 X 10**^^ sec. however this ie not a very satisfactory 
mode of operation since tho characteristic varies so slowly 
at this level. Thus, thiîs circuit could not bo used 
reliably with less thaîi ^  1Ü  ̂ sec, for the FUR#

A method r-:r improvin^; the resolving tine of such 
circuits was %)roposod by Bay (l93l) and was in fact 
adopted by Hinton. This is the uethod of differential 
coincidonca counting in which only tho rising and falling 
edoGS of the pulses arc utilised. Two circuits like
those of fig. 2.2a are used, eacli biased at tho level C 
in fig. 2.2b. But in this case (fig* 2.6a) artificial 
delays are included in tlie circuitry so that ooincidont 
pulses do not overlap fully in the two circuits. Instead 
t)ie KoroB occur as shown in fig. 2.2b, with tho result that 
jufît as the pulses oome into coiuclduuce in tXie second unit
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they start to 4̂ 0 out of coincidence in tho first unit*
The outputs frou tho two units are coubinod in a slow 
coincidence unit whose efficiency ( i#e* biaa) can also 
bo varied. By this means Hinton was able to achieve an 
©loctronic fVU of 2*8 x sec,

(b) Mma^nroncnto with fast coincidence systcns.
By "fast coinciilouco system" is meant the complete 

arran.-cmcnt of scintilla tors, photomultipliers and electronics* 
III Gucli a system tlio pulses boinj fed to tho colncldenco 
device are tali an from the output (usually the anode ) of 
the photomultipliert they are 4jeiiex\*lly x^nssod tliroû xh u 
non-lincar limiting; valve to standardise thoir hoi^hisland 
their leuijth is alao fixed by a length of shorted delay 
line $ normally referred to as n clipping lino. Ideally
therefore the pulses ought to be square, Tho apparatus 
al8o includes independent auxiliary equipment (side 
channels) which permit tho scloction of a limited energy 
range in either detector, Tlioso side channels are 
comparatively slow and 00 tho complete arrangement (see 
fig, 2éja) is called a fast-slow system.

If such a system is used to detect prompt 
radiations, i.e. two einultanooua or nearly simultaneous 
events such as annihilation quanta, and if artificial
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doXays are iutrotiuced and At varied wliilo tho 
coinoidt^nco countia^ rate le observed a curvo like that 
of fi;-, 2.3b is obtained (hell ot al* 1952)* In this 
caao the FWR arises not only frou the electronics but 
also fron tine fluctuutiona in tho scintillators and 
nultipilor8.

Xt is  e s s e n tia lly  th is  Fl/li which do to m in es  the 

lower U n i t  to tin e  raeasurcnont w ith th is  hind o f 

aijparatus* Whou tho tin e  d is tr ib u tio n  uudor study io  

fiiucii i>iore disperaed than tho pror-uït ré s o lu tio n  curve tlio  

neasurcmonts are ro la t iv o ly  easy.

For instance in  tho ne a sur o, %it o f an iso ao rlo  

l i f e  time w ith  moan l i f e  X  the [procedure ia  as 

i l lu s t r a te d  in  f id *  2.4 (h e ll ot a l .  1952)* P ( t ) is  

tho prompt reso lu tio n  curve and f ( t )  the delayed re s o lu tio n  

curvo# I f  the decay of tho state in  question is  {jivon

by f(t) oC © them
00

P (t ) f  (x) ^ t -x )dx^  (2 . 2 )

from which it follows that %

, u l ü
dt = %  I I’(t) - F(t) J (2.3)

&  -  i  [  1 -  F ( t }  ]  h . ' » )

r « centroid F(t) - centroid P(t) (2#5)
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equation (2*3) shows that tho maximum of P(t) oiiouXd 
occur at Its Intersection witJi P(t) \ (2*4) indioatoa that 
when p(t)<3C r(t) the lifetifio may bo obtained fron the 
slopo of tho curve F(t)| and (2*5) reveals that even 
when this condition does not obtain tiie life time is ^;ivon 
by the difforenco in the centroids of the two curves* This 
last equation applies therefore to life times which aro less 
than tho resolving; time of the uj)paiMtus and provides tho 
basis for the centroid shift method of lifetime measurement.

bhon tho lifetime ia clotorulnod from the slope of 
r(t) tlie prompt curvo f ( t ) is not really necessary*
However in tho basic centroid shift mothod both curves aro 
necessary to detormino T . P(t) in obtained with a source 
of prompt radiations and F(t) is obtained with the source 
containing; tho delayed level. Sometimes a mothod called 
the no If com|>arlson method !■* Used. In this f ( t )  is 
recorded witîi the first radiation dotucted in counter 1 
say, and tho second in counter 2. A second **iuvorse** 
curve F*(t)  is then obtained wltli the ordor of tho 
radiations reversed. The centroid shift from F(t)  to 

F*(t) is thon twice tho moan lifo of tho delayed level.
A recent method dovoloped by We(%ver and Dell (i960) 

involves tiio calculation of tho third moment of the curvo 
r(t) anti laakoB possible a sli{;ht imjirovement on tho 
centroid shift method. This in csuontially an
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iriprovetieat in analysis, not in to cliniques* The latter
havo also boon rofiued however. iiimaa ot al * (196I) have 
Moanurod lifotimoe by a method v/hich allows both the prompt 
ami tbs delayed peaks P(t) and F(t) to be recorded 
Bimultaneoualy. Tho method can be applied to only a few
decay schorjos, but oiiice errors duo to Instability, 
driftin,q otc* are reduced tho method yields an
accuracy of j x sec*

( c ) TlrtH— to-*nuXhoi :h t cnnvemien*
In 1952 Marshall used a special [;ateil-beam tube, the

6BH6, in a fast coincidence circuit and obtained a
■̂ 10resoivln^ tii.M of better than 3 x lo"* sec. with pulses 

fron a usercury ŝ ritcîx. This valve has two control (jrids*
The so can bo biased In such a way that tho valve passes 
ruq^lijiblo current in tho quiescent state and very little 
current when a si(;nal Is applied to one (;rid only* But 
Ml on coincident si(;nals aro apinlieil to both grids there Is 
a lnr;;e flow of current through the valve producing a 
pronincilt signal at ±t:i anode (see fig * 3 * lb ) *

Keilson and James (l955) utiod tliis valve in a 
dovulopncnt ha a in tho intervening years al together
super,loded tîio earlier tyj)e of delayed coincidence 
clrinitry. Instead of applying very short pulses those
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worlcei'H used a relfttivoly Xont, ulippia^- line to produce 
pulüuB or ^  40 :1:20c# lon;;th. Thoso are ehowa in fig, 
2*5L* Tho pulaojs uro applied t(, tiai 6BN6 In the mianner 
shown in fl,;# 2.5u* During; the period of overlap,
*̂0 1X30C. say, the 6hll6 valve pan so s (in tîio author *s 
ai paratua) /v 0,1 uA of currentJ thin current is fed 
throUiili a coupling;; condenser to 0^ vlioro it is 
integrated to produce a jjotentiai as shown in fig# 2,^o. 
Since KC^ 20 whore a o v llry) $ the
voltage developed acros * is proportional to the period 
of overlap or the original pulses# Thus a tIwo intorval 
hus boea converted to u pulse Juilg; t and tlie circuit is 
called a timc-1o-%)ulsu lieight or tiiv»e«t::-uiaplitudo 
converter# Groeu and V̂ aXl (1958) iuprcv*îd the circuit 
and made it possible to distiuioish the order in which the 
pulsee arrive at the 6hhd, thu.s cutting down the chance 
coincidence rato#

The beauty of tho tine-to-lioigh t couvcirter is that 
information over almost any dowired tiuo range id obtainod 
continuously provided that facilitiet? aro availablo for 
analysing; the pulse heights# heace information about a 
lino distribution can be obtained mucJi more rapidly than by 
delayed coincidence counting (in tin,» strict scnao), also 
lôiïî term instabllitio» ar»j rendered le9a troublesome and
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tho statistics aro greatly Inprovod*
Tiie resolving tluo In a timo«*tu<«holght converter is 

obtained by exposing the detectors to prompt radiations so 
that output pulses of nearly constant amplitude aro produced 
TIiof>e are fed to a multichannel pulse hoiglit analyser 
(kicksorter) and will appear on this as a Gaussian 
dia trihution# If the correspondonce between pulee height 
or cliannol number and 6 1 is known tho FWil is obtainod 
diroGtly from the curve on tho kicksortor# Curvoe 
obtained by this metlnxl are similar to those shown in 
figures 2#3b and 2,4 and aro analysed in exactly tho sumo 
way.

(Û) Liriitationn of the rmtliod.
From the foregoing paragraphs it is clear that 

isO:Miric 1 ifetimes can be most easily and most reliably 
determined when T(thc FWH « 2T) • It io therefore
very dosirabla that tJio resolving time of u delayed 
coincidence system should be as small as possible, and 
îuiy inprovcacnta in detectors, in circuits, in methods or 
in understanding which makes possible a reduction of the 
Fwn is to be welcomod. It is essential therefore that 
the factors dotonaining tho FUh be understood quantitatively 
BO that the proper steps cun be taken to minimise their 
effects.
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During tlicî past ten years there have been several 
invostifpitioxis of the theory of tine resolution in 
scintillation counter systena and in tho next seotion it 
will be aJiown that while the early studios woro not quite 
correct a stage has now been reached where the various 
limiting factors aro fairly well understood. Along 
with this tJieoretiqal develop»»eat tiiero latve also been 
numerous qualitative conipari5àons of tht'ory and experiment 
and two or thr e specific oxpcriiacutul studios of 
perfornancoj but there has not heeh »iuy thorough 
quantitative oxpcrinontal check of tie* latest theoretical 
analysis éiii.l no convincing démonstration of its Validity#

This gap waa filled by the roaults to bo given in 
chapter 3, obtained by the author and published in 
collaboration with U#i:# Avjuiaa and O.il, Lewis in "hucloar 
Iiistnuricnts aia? Hothod©^*# The neaourenonts aro also 
of valuo in another very practical way. When a very 
short lifotifie {<  T) is being measured tho Centroid shift 
net-od is used# how, as will be seen in the next s o ^ i o n  
and chaptex', the position of the centi'oid of a resolution 
curve depends not just on tlie nature of the radiation source 
but on various instruaeutal effects, in particular on 
the energy liberated in the acintiliater. Tills means 
that unless the energy selection during tho production of tJio

curve f(t) correspoiitiH extictly to thii t used in obtaining
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r(t) or F*(t) tliore will bo systematic instrumental 
effects which could seriouoly affect tho outcome of tho 
measurement• There hae been only one investigation 
(hash indy 196o) of this effect, known as instrumental time 
delay, and in that case the results wore interpreted with 
the wrong equations# Tho résulté in chapter 3 have 
tlieroforo provided loivî overdue corroboration of tho corroct 
equations while at the sauo tine <iooonstratlng how aerloue 
iJiene time delays are and liow they can be assessed in a 
givüu application#

(2»2) revelonnout of the Theory Of Time Resolution.
(a) Tho early treatment of Post and Schiff#

Soon after the development of tho scintillation 
counter and its application to tho measuremont of very 
short lifetimes it was realised that tho factors governing 
tho resolving time must bo clearly understood, even If 
only to allow the improvement of ocintillatorc multipliers 
and techniques. TUo first theoretical analysis of fast
coincidence performance was by Post and Schiff (195G).
They made two important assumptions!•

l) It was assumed that the photomultiplier acta as a 
perfect amplifier multiplying the primary 
photoelBOtrons with prociso gain and without 
time spread#
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2) It wag iisBUEied tJuit the fast coinoldciaco
circuit acts aa u perfect discriminator giving 
a signal whtui the phot omul tipiior has 
accumulated a definite number ü of pdiotoelcotrons• 

Tlîos»? tions are important because it is only tlieir
inccrrcctnoss in practise which makoB tho fost-Schiff treatmenl 
inadequate, and it has been their unv;arranted acceptance 
which has led some investigators to draw tho wrong conclusions 
in assessing performance#

TiiQ trontnout of i'cnt and "Schiff was thorofore 
concerned entirely with the scintillator and the otatiatico 
thereof# The analysi'j was rigorous and general and
Otqaible of application to any intensity function for the 
scintillator output, but the basic relevant feature of the 
process in so far as it concerns real scintillators can be 
understood quite simply.

Suppose that a scintillation event rosulto in the 
roloase of li photooloctrono from the photocathode of the 
multiplier and that tlicir «mission follows tlio law of 
exponential docay. Thou tho number of photoelectrons 
released after a time t is %

n(t) = U(l - (2,6)
where 7( « l/X ) ir. the decay time of the scintillator#
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The rate of emission of photoeleCtroiiH will be

iiîi» Ji (2.7)dt r

uucl for idiort times such that

t <=■< r (%.8)

Oij, (2.7) can bo approxiuatcd by

da K 
dt T (2.9)

It follows that tho uean tine o lap sing before the cuiesion 
of photoolectroas ia given by

n
r k

Y
1,0. t “ ‘1 t  (2.10)

Thus tho ideal coincidence circuit will regia tor the
event after a mean time t , given approximately by eq. (2.I0).Vi
Tiiio time delay depends on U, tho energy ©ssontially , and
will be largo for small A*

It is now necessary to conaidor the fluctuation» in 
In this time an average of û photooloctrons are 

emitted• The error on (i ia approxluately /u so that
fluctuations In the number of photooloctrons onittod in time

is /fu . Crudely, therefore, the fluctuations in tho
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tlinn t will be tbo tine required to collect JUu
photoQlactrons• Ilenco tho variance on is given 
roughly by

2

Ï.[Equations (2*lo) and (2.11) aro in fact perfectly 
correct to first order which is all that is required in 
ihtny cases. by their more rigorous methods foet and 
Scîjirr obtained, to second order*

‘(l) I  ̂  ̂‘ 211̂  ̂    j  (2.12)

cr̂  = f 1 + + ----- I (2.13)

and,e1iwina t ing T  ,

* Q I + i + — — ) (2.14)

Equations (2.11) and (2,13) indicate that the best
pl̂ ocplior wiil bo tho one for which ( 7/îl) io least, that
is to say tiie light output should be high and tho docay time 
short# The ratio of tho efficiency to tho decay tine is 
tharafore generally used as a figure of merit for 
BCiufciilution materials.

foil owing the paper by Post and Schiff attention waa 
direotod to tiio effect of inperfoctions in the aultiplior.
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At a syrnpô iiiin ( Syrapoaiun 1952) on acintillation
counting Horton pointed out that tho variance due to tranait
tiiae spread would he {^ivon by

2
- §  (2.15)

where P iB the r.m. e# tioie spread per sta^^e of tho 
riultiplior and tho subscript H has boon uood to ladicato 
**ümltiplier*^ # Ou this baaia he concluded that tlie 
optlmm value of Q would be ^;ivon upproxif/iately by:

 ̂ (2.16)
where h is a constant of tho order of unity*

Thus tho optinun valuo of ù is oncr^jy dopondcnt 
and ia not ueoesaarily small. This point has been 
ignored by many workers who have advocated (e.g. Garg, 
as roc::ntly as I960) tho desirability of limiting on tho 
first x>hotoelociron» i*e, making m 1*

In 1952 Post conaidorod tho effecta of light 
colloction* Since these aro normally of marginal 
importance mid aro conaiderublo only wlion long light 
guides aro used they will not bo detailed hero.

(b) Tho troatmcmt of Hinton.
Hinton (l95b) roconoidcrod tho theory of time 

rorolution and used n fast coincidence circuit (fig*2.6)
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to check his roBults numeriouXly* Ho confiiderod in 
more detail tho response of his fast coincidence circuit 
to photomultiplior pulBOS. aeemud unrealistio to
asQuriic tîiat tho coincidence circuit triggered precisely on 
tho emission of tho Uth photoolcctron* It waa taoro 
natural to suppose that each of tho first photooloctrons 
played its part in registering tho event and that the 
variance in tho timo of response of tho syotcu to the 
pulrvc would be given by tiie urithMotic uuain of the 
variances associated individually with tho first Q 
olectroas» Hinton therefore took as the varianceI

Z
<r. + "i]

/x̂ ïaioî i) , 2/'a+0(a+2^1
= w l - r 5 “  ^  — j

(2.17)

which is corroct to second ordor for Q >>1. The
subscript S horo refers to **»ointillator”• TJius
tho first order variance is half tho Post-Schiff valuo 
Bince it no longer dexpends on Just one xdiotoolectron* 

The analysis also dealt with tine spread in the 
i>aotomultix>lier• Following Horton (iSymposiuu 1952),

Hinton concludod that tho nul tipi1er would coutributo a
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variance

X.

ij

L / Î. .
3

tfL
ue to transit time fluctuations• la (2#13)^is the

r#c#s# time spread for photoelcotrons and ia the eaue 
quantity for secondary electrons leaving the first dynodej 
g is tho stage gain and it is to bo noted that transit 
time effects beyond tho second dyaodo have not been 
cons id or ed • To (2 #18) was addod a variance Y^/Q which 
vri\s VÎVU» to fluctuations in gain. h(%. (2,18) could thus
be written

2
I . e .  ' ( 2 .1 S )

V hero Tjj is a constant# characteristic of the tnultix^licr# 
Combining (2 ,17) and (2.19)# to first order:

(i.nd this will be laero. I.e. ^ \ i l i  bo minimised when:

 ̂ (2.20)
1The liiiiimum value of (T will bo *

(2.21)
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Tho oclioae oT Minton^s difiTorential coincidence 
aystt5U is shown in fi^;# 2.6a. Fiij. 2.6b llluâtratoa tho 
dependence of cr^on the energy llbor^itod in the oolntiXlator• 
i'i(3. 2#7b shows how a*^caa be improved by choice of 
ecintillutor and fi^. 2.7a shows how photooXectrou transit 
tine spread can bo reduced with correapondia';; improvement 
in Froiii an anaXysis of these curves it was concludod
that *

T,, « X.8 z XO**̂  acc. for X80 volts between cathode
and first dynodo.

800. for 7bO voXta between cathode 
and first dynodo.

and the best FlUl obtained was 6.2 x 10**^^ see. with 
prompt Y-rays.

Tho various factors infXuencln^ resolution were 
(îiocusaed again by do Waard (1938) but with Xittlo 
attexitiouyyinstruuentrtl time delays. Hie latter woro 
investigated by ha shandy (1960) l>ut tJie interpretation was 
confined to a couparison with tho Post-Schiff aquations 
and took no account of multiplier effects. honit]g and 
Derlovitcii (i960) also rcj>roduce<J some data on time doXaya 
but iiad© no attempt at all to analyse them.

It sliould perhaps ho remarkod liero that there have
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boon very few invostIgations by tho centroid shift 
method in recent years, and some of the results circulated 
carlior have not in fact been published (o«i;« case of lîf̂  

referred to in chapter 4), It would appear that despite 
tiie lack of precise data on the subject moat Inveatlgators 
have realised the iniziard of measuring very short 
lifetimes by this uothod. Xu particular tho self 
coriparison method in which time delay offoct© would b« 
most serious has rarely been used $ \

\

I.
( c ) T]ie theory of Gat ti and ft in oo-^ucrkors.

Ill 1957 Colombo, (iatti and flgmnelli published a 
rigorous analysiii of tho performance of a delayed coincidence
system and in 1939 Gatti and Svolto wont over tho theory j
again amplifying some of the points. i/ith those papors 
the theory of time delays and time resolution is more or 
less completed. Unfortunately tho results could not bo 
ox]>ro9.sed in simple formulae. Instead nuuorical
calculations wore made and illustrative results were given in 
tho form of graphe. Tho main pointa of tho Gatti tlioory 
will now be considered.

The chain of procceaea involved in tho detection of 
a particle in a scintillation counter io as followoi*»

1) Slow-down in the scintilla ter ami excitation of 
optically active states.

2) Decay of the excited states witji emiaaion of light
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3) Collection of light.
4) huisaioii of photoeleotrons by tho photocathodo«
5 ) Secondary omission from dynodo3 and the formation 

of tho electron avalanche.
C) froccflrting of tho output current pulso.
frocc3so« 1) and j) will not be conaidorod> and 

process 2) will bo considered tlirough its effect on 
4)# Tho first thing to bo considered however la 6)# 
because the theory was developed with strict reference to a 
pulse processing tochuiquo rather different from that of 
tiuKî— to-pulse height conversion.

In this technique (Cottini at al# 1956# Cottini and 
Gatti 1956) tho photouultiplior outputs aro applied to 
valves and used to excite transient oscillations at the 
anodes# 20 Me in one detector, 20.2 Me in tho other#
The two wave trains aro then coubiiiod in a ring diode 
modulator whose 200Kc output is used in its first cycle to 
trigger a discriminator. The output of tho discriminator 
blocks a linearly rising voltage which has beau started 
independently by the multiplior puloca, and dinco tho 
phase of the 200 ho oscillation is deteruilnod by the 
phase difference in the original transient© tho voltage 
at ivhich this blociiing occurs is a uoasuro of tho original 
phase difference, i.e. of Dut original time difference#
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l^Süentially, tho tochnlquo of froquency oouvorHlon 
magnifies by a factor of lOO tho time to bo evaluated by 
tinc-to-hoight conversion# Thus tho output is similar 
to that of a tine to height converter#

Gatti ot al# anulyoed tho operation of thio system 
and developed the theory accordingly. They distinguished, 
iu the uain, two modes of operation;

1 ) Non-linear working in which only a part of the
output pulse from the multiplier is used to excite 
the oscillations, and thfj relevant variance la 
that on tho centroid of this partial pulse#

2) ballistic linear working ia which the whole
multiplier pulse is used but in which this pulse 
is much shorter than a period of the 20 Ho 
oscillation. In this ease the variance is that
on tho centroid of the whole pulse*

It turns out that mode 2) doos not give quite such good 
resolution as mode l) but does have the advantage that ho 
instrunentai tine delay is involved. This moans that a 
wide range of energy can bo selected without loss of 
resolution. It will bo shown in tho next chapter that 
mode 1) is equivalent to tho standard te clinique of timo-to- 
puloe height conversion.

Attention can now bo directed to procosses 4) and 3) # 
It is tJêiîired to calculate tho occurrence time of the
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owntroid of tho Initial part of tho puleo which ia
exciting the oaoillationa• This is illustrated as the
hatched area in fig. 2.8 where t^ Is tho time to the
centroid and is tho tino required to cut off the
first valyo, i.e. the tirae required to collect Q. photoelco trons.
It is desired then to calculate t_ and its variance.c

From the Post-Schiff treatment it io known that the 
acau time of cnission of the nth photoelectron is, from

♦ ( 2 # 13 )

*   ]
Therefore tho moan tirao t of tho centroid of the first qc
photoeluctrons 1st

a

j(i + ) (2.22)

which is different from tho Post-Schiff result. Fq.(2 .22)
has Just been obtained by tlio same summation method as was

%used by Hinton in deriving dj • Applied to t^ this 
Gunnation is quite valid, but Hinton* s application of it 
to was not. Tills can bo seen us followst

“ i ^ ï ï

but . (if

i.e. - V l  “ U
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How '̂ /li /q( T/it) which means that when the Qth
pUotowioc iron arrives early by au amount tho (q l)tU
and possibly tho (q - 2)th etc. j>hotooloctrons must also 
arrive? before their laoautiuea. Thus tho actual arrival 
times of individual photoolectrons aro not independent.
There is a cons train t on then. As a result of this 
riinton*s tion (2.1?) ia incorrect and should $ according
to Gatti, bo replaced by

^  ^  ***  -------------  (2.23)

In the Gatti theory Minton*s proposals for dealing 
with the i:iultipXier aro accepted and improved upon. Tho 
r#m*8. transit timo spread is taken to include time 
spread botwoon all the dynodo®. For a fixed stage gain 
g it can easily he shown that*

where "cd** refers to photoeluctrons and “del** to secondary 
electrons. Hence*

Tho effects of gain fluctuations will not be conaidorod 
here#

Thus far tho Gatti theory is not very difforent froia 
that of Hinton# but at this stage a new and very important 
paramo ter is introduced. This iŝ ’K # defined as the second
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mcziieat of tho multiplier current j^ulso rcsultin(j from a 
sin;;le photoolectroni

- I j^)4t (2.26)

whoro f(t) la tho sin^lo electron roaponao of the 
pliotoaultlplier and a the time of Its centroid* Thd 
effect of A  XH ilXuatrated In f 1^. 2^9» f 1̂ ;# 2.9a shows
tho first 10 sln^ylc clootron delta f une tion pulses coming 
eut of an ideal phot omul tipi lor. Fi/;. 2.9b shows how 
the actual multiplier pulse is a superpoaltion of jnjlaosp 
each lŷitîi fini to \  . Tlxo arrow in each fi{;uro indicates 
tho tiua of émission of the 6th photoulectron. In fî ;.
2 . all the charge corresi’ondin^ to tho six photoolectroiia 
has been collected in this tino but in fig# 2.9b# duo
to tho dispersivo effect ofX# all tho charge in the 
shaded area has not been collected. A little of tho 
7th and 8th photooloctron pulses has boon collected but the 
net result is that tho charge collocted in time 
corresponds to less tliuri six photooluctrons• The 
photoeloctron e«suivaient of this chargo is therefore 
designated C and it follows that

Q. Ü always (2.27)
In view of this » if a ciiarge esquivaient to C photooloctrons 
i;?» ra<iuirod to cut off a limiter valve the timo rn<quired to

collect this charge is not but t^ aiud since u ̂  C
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Fig. 2.1 Ob « Machine time » dependence 
from pulse height J?.
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generally,
Tills distinction bo tween C and is one of the iiost 

Important results of the Gatti theory and most of the 
practical couscquouces of X can be tuidors tood. siiiply in 
tcrr:i3 of this feature* Fig* 2*lOa shows how C and U aro 
related# It can bo seen that as /̂x incroases the effect 
hecoïîos very serious*

If all otiior things are fixed except the energy the 
effect of X can bo incorporated in tho earlier equations by
vrrit lng in j'l̂ ice of etpiations (2. , (2*23) and (2*23) #

'o ■ 6^)
_ 1,(1.) (2.29)

i.ua of = (2.30)

where* (2*28) and (2.23) are correct to first ordor* Tho 
fmiction Q(k) Is always greater tl*an the sitq>lo constant 
l(C in tho new terminology) and can be obtainod grai>hic;tlly 
fro;I fig. 2.10a. Fig.2.1ub shows how X affects the 
instrniuontal tine delay t^.

It was to clarify the various unit tors discussed in 
this section and to investigate tho coiiplctenosc of the 
tlicory that tho neasurcments now to be described wore 
undertakea.
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CHAI>Ti::U J

or xxsoLUTiCN /Um
INSTRUnniTTAl. TIHIC DKLAY

(3 #1 ) Tiie Ar>pai*atua

Tho apparattia which was uood for all tho noasurumeiita 
roportod iu this thomio 1& a timu-^to-pulao hei^Iit couvortor 
of the type first usod by Noilson and James (1933) and 
davolo;)cd by Grocn and Boll (1938) # It dooo not 
incorporato the supervisory diode circuit used by Green and 
Boll to determine tho ordor in which tho pulsos must overlap* 
Without such a control the pulses of f 1{̂ * 2*3 can £;ive the 
same pulse height at tho output for two possible positions» 
1«»2 and 2*̂ 1. This fact doubles tho random oountinj rate 
cind could bo troublesono in certain noasurencnta« However»
in what follows it ia not relevant*

Fiŝ * 3.la is a block dia^jram of tho system* The
aaodo puloe of tho photomultiplier ic applied to a limiter 
valve» as shown in fi^« 3*lc# cutting it off and producing a 
positive atop at its anode* This step is passed down a 
variable length of 200 A. delay cable to the time-to-hei^ht 
converter* The latter unit io not situated at tlie end of 
tho delay lino* Instead it is a fixed distance» say 6 
metres $ from tho end and this final 6m is terminated witli a 
short circuit and so aota as a clipping lino* The result 
i 3 that a ractan^^ulur pulse ^  4^ nsec* loni; is applied
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to ono control grid of the 6BN6 valve. A eiailar
pulse from the other detector le applied to the other
control grid*

The 6isn6 valve is operated at very low voltages*
15 volte on the anodo and 6 volta on the accelerator*
Under these conditions the static characteristica are as
shown in fig* 3#lb where it can be seen that just a little
more than one volt applied to both grids should produce
a saturation current of 0*1 mA* Switching off the 14 wA
anode current in an HIBOP limiter will result in a 1*4 volt
pulse going down the 200Xb cable (in parallel with a 200J1
anodo resistor) to the 6DN6. The overlaps of the
two pulses will therefore turn on a current of 0*1 ml in the
6ri?6 and this current will charge up the 3U0pF integrating
condenser for the time of overlap* For 10 nsoo* of

••12overlap tîïc accumulated chargo will be 10 coulombs and 
tho voltage developed across the condenser will be 3*3 mV* 
riio time constant of this integrating circuit is determined 
largely by tho anode load on tho 6DN6* Xt will therefore 
be ^4*5 % 10* 800* which is much longer than tho maximum
tine of integration* 4o nsec* The circuit therefore 
converts time to amplitude linearly in the range 0 - 40 nseo** 
producing initially a pulse of up to ^  l4 mV with a decay 
tine of 4*3 psec*
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Fig# 3#la also shows tho side channels and auxiliary 
units# The aide ohanuelH derive tholr signals from tho 
third last dynodo of the photonultiplior# These energy 
pnleee are integrated, uuplified and passed to diffcrontial 
pulne height analyser© which allow any desired range of 
energies to be solootcd# If tho outputs of tlioso analysers 
were combined in a simple coincidence unit and thus used to 
gato tho contre channel signals tlio random coincidence rate 
would be quite high on account of tho largo ( ^  1*3 |isoc.) 
revolving time of the slow ooincidonco unit# This is
ovcrcono by making the unit a triple coincidence device whicli 
uimnü that the chance coincidence rate depends only on tho 
short resolving time of the fast part of tho circuit# It is 
therefore greatly reduced#

Tho biased amplifier and lengthening gate wore 
developed specifically for this work# Tho amplifier has a 
bias control which can be set at anything between O and 50 
volts# VhoA a pulse is fed into the unit only that part 
which exceeds tho bias level is transwitted# This portion
of the pulse can thon be linearly amplified# The unit
therefore pcnfiiits magnification of the time scale so that 
any aeloctod portion of tho coincidence pulse hoight 
^poctruu can be expanded to cover tho 150 channela of a 
kick?3ortor# This was invaluable in the uoasurowonts of 
resolution and timo delay# Tlio lengthening gate is a
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coinoidenûe/antl-colnclddnüo dovioe, very necessary for 
len^thoning tho sharp pulses from tho biased aaipllfior and 
for provontlnd large pulses entering the kioksorter* It 
produces at its output rectangular pulses of about 10 pseo* 
length*

The apparatus was calibrated by tho insertion of various 
lengths of 200ft delay cable between the limiters and the 

rig * 3*2a shows thr«o ̂ solution curves which were 
obtained with longths of cable difforiiig by 30 cm* Tho
porfornanco was found to conparo favourably with quotations 
by other workers (hell and Jorgenson l<h>0, honitz and lierlovitcl 
i960, Kano et al * I96O, bimms et al* I96I)* Fig* 3#2b 
illustrates this* For curve A tho output of the
photomultiplier was applied to both channels of the time-to- 
height convertor. This is referred to as self-ooincidcnces*
Curve B was obtained with high energy Y^ray® from and

«c2curve C with ^-'HeV annihilation radiation from Ka*̂  * For 
the Y-raya theboat FWU was 4*3 x 10**^^ seo#, a figure
scarcely bettered at the time of this work*

In order to compare measurements made on this apparatus
with the predictions of tho Gatti theory it is necessary to
establish that the results of that theory are applicable*
Fig* 3•3a shows tho current pulse out of tho photomultiplier* 
Tlie hatched area is the portion which register© tho event
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hy tiîo j:180F limiter creating the step
piilfiG at tho anode of thia valve i f 1̂ ;, 3*3^* Tlils limited
uiîlï̂ e ia then used to turn ou the saturation current 1 ina
tho 6111-16, fig:. 3.3c. If the ElBOF and 6mî6 liave linear
characteristics, then, ijnorin^ for the moment tho effect
of , the rising; odg;e of the current pulso tlirou-h tJi© 6DÏJ6
uiii correspond to the cniesiou of U photoeloctrons fron the
jdiotooathodo of tho multiplier. This io illustrated in fig.
3*3d* If tv/o ideal pulses coincide at tho 6hn6 ^;rida then
tliCi id eal current pul so will bo ^jivon by OACP and the charg-o
paired to the integ:r«iting: condenser will correspond to tho
area OACl̂ . If, on the otîior hand, tho second pulas is
not ideal but rosults from the arrival of diocrcto units of
ch.irĝ u at titles t, , t^, t„ • t corroopondinj; to1 ^ 3
iraî orig;lnal electrons an amount of chortle equal to the 
area OAU will bo lost to the 6BH6 integ;rating; condcnsor.
Since chargée a current x timo, tho tiue delay will be

. 0AI3
 ̂ “ “cT
- t p  * V  ♦  V

a
3  E  *1 (3 -^ )

which ib the sanjc a» was assumed in the derivation of eq# 
(2*22). Thus it is tho centroid of the hatched part (fi^. 
3.3a) of tluj fiultij>lier puloo, i.e. the centroid of tho first 
d. el«ictrori3, which dotcruines the timo delay and resolution.
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(3.2) Ancillary lîea^urencnta»
(a) yplocity of propnfrntton in the 20oXl coblo.

To allow the prt;cl»o de tormina tioa of snail time
intervals tho apparatus must bo carefully calibrated.
This ro-iUlrofi an accurate knowledge of tho velocity of 
prop ip.ation of pulses down the 200 H  delay cable. This 
uaa dcterzilned by two methods.

The first method is Illustrated In fid* 3*4# Fid#
3. a shows a sijnal rat or feeding; a sino wave oscillation
into the cable with a fast oscilloscope displaying the voltado 
at tho input to the cable. When the transmission line i# 
ter; linated by a short circuit and n good sine wavo appear» 
at its input the lcn/;th of the lino is related to tho signal 
wavelength by:

2 ^ c ^  ♦ n\

i.e. 2-^v » (n -f ^)v (3*2)

whcro V is the frequency, v is tho velocity of propa.gation 
and n is an intec^r. hence if ia known and V  io
varied n and v can bo found. Fifj. 3»4b shows tho frequency 
plotted a {gainst n. Fron this graph

2-^(V, »y^) a (n , -  n , )  v

(3.3)

Fro;̂ . this equation, by the nethod of least square a :
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V « (O.^O î  o*01)tleoG the velocity* of ll^ht (].4)

A socond nothod of oatimatlnj tho volocity of
prox>a(;ation dowu the cable le the time of flight teoliiiitxuo*

/ 22%A soiirco of prompt annihilation radiation (Ua ; %ms placed 
be two on the dotootoro on tho oonnon axle of both photo«^ 
ijultlpliers» but nearer to one than the other# Three 
resolution curveo were recordod with different long;tho of 
delay cable. Xheao aro shown in fig* 3 «3^* TZio source
wa?=) then moved 72 cm# nearer the other detector and the same 
three resolution curves recorded u{;ain$ flc« 3»5^* Hie
displaccfnent of those curves corresponds to the time taken 
by li^^ht In travelling; 1.44u# from the separations between 
the curves of flc;s# 3*5n and b tïic lonjth of cable rotiuirod 
to produce tho saoa displaconont can bo found to bo 1 .27^ 
Hence the velocity of propax;atlon down the cable 1st

V » 1.270/1.44 B 0.885 C

This result was not regarded as very reliable since 
thi5 counting rates were changed in the two counters when 
the source was moved# An increased counting rate can cause 
pile up effects and spurious timo delays and since no 
procautions were taken against those effects a precise 
agrooment between the two estimatoe can hardly be expected.
The agrocment is nevertheless moderately good and in all 
Hubseuuent work it has been assumed that (3*4) is correct;
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#•9l.e # t h a t  1  metro of cable is oquivalent to 3*7 ^  10 ««c*

(b) ;:f f t cienqins oC ncintillutors ,
The relative officionciea of the different scintillators 

wore dotomincd by direct couj^arison uucior the conditions of 
tho experimout. Aftor a oerics of noasûrements with say, 
KaX(Xl)t several ntandard i>liotopeaks were recorded on a 
kick sorter. The h.lI.T. was thou awitciiod off» the hal(Tl)
rex>laCed by antliracoao, for instance» l%h,T. switched on and 
Co!:!pton dit^tributious rtjcoi'ded for the occond scintillator.
Xu thin way tlh? relative cfficlbuuios WQfo accurately 
deter;&ined eacii time a change was nado.

(c) focny times of scintillators,
Before the ecpiatioris given in chapter 2 could be usod

for a comparison of different scintillatore tho docay times
of these scintillators had to be known. There arc plenty 
of ciuotaiionii for those (e.g. by tlie manufacturers) but 
decay times aro known to vary with composition and temperature 
in tho case of Nal(Tl) (Van Scivor hby and Jentscîiko
1954)» with crystal size in the Ccisc of anthracene (Brooks 
195b)# and \/ith oxygen content in tho case of liquid 
scintillators (manufacturer's report). In view of those
facts it was necessary to dotormins tha decay times of the 
pXiOsphors used in tlio neaourcfjents•
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Tho CO tho cl usod to obtain tho scintillation decay 
iiiiiOH was a direct ooclXloacopo method similar to that need 
by Phillips and Swank (1953)* Tho anodo of* tho photo— 
iAuX tlpller was connected to ground through a 10011 roalstor and 
tho current pulse (time constant ^10**^ sec. ) viowod in a 
fast oscilloscope» Tho fastest scopu found compatible 
u'itU available film speeds was the Tektronix 517 with a rise 
time of 7 nsoc* Fî ;. !}»Ca siiows a current puloo fron 
Nal(Tl)* Tiie l'ou^hnosa of the trace ia due to statistical 
fluctuâtiona in photoelectron emission* Fid* 3#^b is a 
;;rai>h of pulse hei|;ht (log) against tino« obtained fron 
sun ling tho ordinates of J1 traces, From a least squares 
auHlysis of the data

T B (2.3^ - 0.12) X 10“^ 500.

where allowanee has been made for u possible inaccuracy In 
the calibration of the oscilloscopo•

The next scintillator investigated by this ciothod was
5ri?tx>hihaleiio* This material was found to have u decay time
of 70 nscc* but its light output was vory low and good pulses
for application to the 6BN6 could not bo obtained*
Accordingly no further uso was made of naphthalene*

3A small cube, ^ 1  cm , of anthracene was used in 
the me a sure wonts and its ciecay timo was obtained by tho above
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aotiiod* Fig. 3*7^1 shows a typical anthracene pulse and 
fig# 3*7b shows the wo mi pulao shape ohtaiuod by suî iaing 
20 traces. Xt will bo noted that the anthracene pulse 
cloc.iy is not oxponoiitial and that the photoeloctrou muieaion 
ciimiot there fore bo described by oq. (2.7) # hather# the 
docay is lino or for about 60 nsoc., fallowed by an 
exponential Tail. This can be dealt with if eq«(2*9) is 
replaced by

#  0.5)

idiero U* ia the total nucibor of photoelectroiiH in the linear 
part of tho ]>ulao# i.e. excluding the Tail# and T is the
tiiue required for the linear part to fall to soro • For
i — > O f

#  - ¥ ■  C'6)
which means that tho authracono has an effective mean life 
of RT/2H*. In this way the decay timo of tho anthraceno 
was found to bet

T  w (37 " 2) nsoc.
Tho x^lastic and liquid scintillators were investigated 

by tho method also but for these cases T was too short for 
fîïoasurable effects to be seen on tho oaoilloôcope. All 
that could bo concluded about these scintillators was that in
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oach caso 7 nsoc. The manufaotnfers quotation.! wore
ttserofora accopted for them.

(d) PhotooXoctron ylolds (p)
Tho statistical analysis of tino resolution depends 

on the paraifiüters Q. and R. These represent numb ora of 
piiotoolectrons and unless they aro known with some precision 
tlie analysis is not vory meaningful. Xt was nocossar)^ 
tlioroforo to estimate tho numbers of photooloctrons produced 
by events in tho different scintillators. This number is 
net of course just a property of tlvo scintillators. Xt 
depends on the efficiency of tho photooathodo of tho multiplier, 
usually 5-10^% The photoelectron yield P can therefore be
definod as the number of photoelocirons produced par koV of
energy for a given scintiliator/multipi1er combination.

Tho photoelectron yield P ie paramount in determining 
tho energy resolution of a scintillation countor since tha 
atatistical uncertainties in pulse si%e aro primarily due 
to tho otatictico of electron emission fron tho photocatlàode.
If R i>hotoolootrona result from a scintillation of cnorgy IÎ 
the standard deviation on K ia (fa Hence the fractIona,
variance in U is l/U. At the firat dynocle cacli jdiotooloctroi 
bocomao g secondary electrons. The fractional variance 
on thia number is l/g and if there aro U photoelectrons 
incident on the dynodo the fractional variance on tho number
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i/rr~and— — aro -ift-pho-toolc^ctiM^na—Aaoldent aa—tho
I,;* jP r a o t  vurlaiiQO on tho auahog leaving It will
be l/glU Similarly tho Tractlonal variancoo at tho ©ooond ,

*1tViird etc, dynodea will be l/g*"ii, l/g R etc. Ilenco tho
total fructional variance 1© given by

2 1 1 1__
^  “ Ü "• SÛ * F Û  * —

and a Inc a only t]&o 1 cabling torus matter this can be written
as t

■ ïï^fecT

The fractional variance at different ©norgioa cun be
dotoriiined €3Xporiivioatally by measuring ^  wherei

/L full width at half hmifiht in keV /1 o \
7 ® energy in

Motf B'iiico, in general J

FWH = 2.36 V (3 .9 )
it fallows that

lU-nioo if the stage gain g ia known and if ^ is Gcasurod
at n g Ivon o TU r gy II can bo dotoruined and henco P#

%, 2Fig, J.S is a graph of neasurcd (T (in cluumels )
plotted agaiaist tho energy (in channels) . Since this

\is roughly linear it Moans that varies as I/IÎ which
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ia as it should be, Tho atago gain g was dotormliied Tor 
three stages as 4,1, 2,5 and 5*6 , i,e, 5.4 on average, 
oince II cannot be determined for the first and uoat important 
dynodo there is a considerable uncertainty in this factor. 
Altogether therefore the method is not very satisfactory#

Tho value finally determined for F was 2 Î 15V̂  but 
this waïi not considered very reliable, Tiio resolution can 
be degraded by various effects (Kelly et al, 195^* Zerby ot 
al* i960, houiihan ot al, I960) and so tue figure of 2 ia 
acceptable only as a lower liait, in the next section it will 
be explained how a moro uccurate value of P « 2*5— 5‘p was 
obtained in (juito a different way,

Tho results of this section are sie tarised in table 3*1 •

Table 3,1

Aciutillator
r(sec)

(*quoted by ) 
( 11 a rlu f a c tu r ( r )

Off icloiicyg)
of anthracene 
1

Photooloctrons 
per koV 
1 5>

lial(Tl) (z.3h t 0.i2)xlo"^ X75 2.5
Antliraceiie (3.7 - 0.2) X lo"® 100 1.4
Plastic
hi; 102

* 4 X 10"^
7 X XO"^ 35 0.5

Liquid 
ND 211

* 3 X 10-9 
7 X 10-9 33 0.47
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(3,5) Main Moasurementm ,

TUfej quantities to be assessed were and <r\ Since
the position of tho centroid of any rosolution curve depend»,
ar:on/j other things, on the energies selected in the aide
channcilii ... oantroid shift method for determining was
adoxrted* The change in produced by a change iu energy
was measured for a given scintillator by observing tho
centroid shift of the resolution curve. Thus tlio
ncacurcniciits of t^ wcie rolativo since tho zero valuo of tliie
%-uanti ly corroBXJOiuio to the high onor‘;y limit and is
inaccessible# When hashandy (1960) was analysing his
measiarericnta he did ao in torus of At ia order to allow for this
fact, Thia ia not necessary however, an<1 tho intorprotation
is much more etraightfor»/ard and the curves much clearer
tfhcn t itself is used, c

for each series of 1 leasureuents a plastic scintillator 
wao usod in channel 1 and the energy selected in this channel 
was kept fixed. Thus tho time delay for tills channel was 
constant, fhc bias of tho single channel analyser was first 
of all calibrated in terms of energy. This was done by 
gat in/; energy i>ulses with tho outx ut of the analyser and 
feeding thou to a kicksorter. Using a **window" of 0,5 volts 
(this means oeloctiug a range of vol tax;© of 0*5 volt») the 
kick^îortor was calibrated in torus of the analyser bias, 
hiiTcrcnt standard sources woro then selected to produce
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opcctra on the klcI;j?ortor• Fron tîioao un accurate 
calibration of eingle cliannel analyoer bias iu terms oF energy 
could bo <iuiokly obtained «

The bias of tho analyser in channel 2 was then varied 
5ys>tontatically and coincidence resolution curves ware recorded 
on tho kickcortor for each bias and window aetting* Tho 
results of such a series of ucasurcncnts on Kal(Tl) are 
shov.u in fig# 3#9# The observed poaka give dirootly the 
variation of t^ with cner<;y. Furtheruore the broadening 
of those peaks at low eiiorgios is duo almost ontiroly to 
statistical fluctuations iu tlie eninsion of light frou the 
Zial(Tl) and the contribution of tliis variance to tho total 
width obviously outwcigîia the contributions from channel 
1 and fron other sources* Tiierefore tJu?so peaks aro also 
adequate for obtaining the variation of (T^with energy for 
Kal(Tl).

l it]# tho organic jjhosphors tho procedure vas n little
more complicated. In order to obtain large enough variations
in it was necessary to cover a wider range of energy tlian
in fig. 3*9. This was best done by t;h. use of Co Y-»ray«

22for high onorgios and Na Y-rays at low energies» thus 
avoiding overloading and paralysis troubles at low energies# 
For anthracene » plastic and liquid therefore, the curves 
giving wore obtained frcu a auperposifcion of points 
obtained with different eourcos#
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In the case of antliracene the variation of (T^oould 
aloo bo obtained fron theso shifted peaks , Just as in tho 
case of NaX(Tl)« Out with tho plastic and liquid 
sointiliators this method was not considered precise 
enough to give tho small variations of <T^with energy, as 
found in these cases# The variation of t^ was found as 
above but that of <r\ras obtainod somewhat differently, 
as follows#

both single channel analysers were calibrated in
tarns of energy and both wore varied simultaneously so that
the came energy range was selected in each channel. When
this was done the centroid of the resolution curve did not
novo by more than — 10**^^ sec#, thus indicating that tho
time delay in channel 1 was the same as that in channel 2#
The changes in d'^woro twice the changes which would have
been produced had the energy been varied in only one
channel, and a more accurate evaluation of tho variation 

%of cr with energy could thus bo obtained#
In most casos tho moasuromcnts wore repeated several 

times to improve tho accuracy, especially at high energies 
wliero changes in t^ wore small# Stability was chocked all 
the time and energy and time calibrations were repeated 
frequently# In a series of measurements like those 
illustrated in fig# 3*9 the odd peaks (only No#1 shown) 
wore all recorded at 1,300 koV and were used for stability
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Change of in strum en tal tim e delay, w ith  energy for Nal(Tl) and anthracene scintillators. The solid curves are the 
theoretical curves obtained from eq. (1) w ith Q = 15 and P  (num ber of photoelectrons keV) =  2.5 and 1.4 for X al(Tl) and 
anthracene respectively. The tru e  zero of t h e /<; scale for th e  tw o curves (corresponding to  th e  high energy- lim it) cannot be 
known experim entally . (The tw o experim ental anthracene points a t  lowest energy were corrected to  allow for slight non-

linearity  in th e  o u tp u t of th e  scintillator.)

FIG. 3.10
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checks* TJiia was generally of tho order of a few x 10*^^ 
sec# over long periods.

Xt should bo Mentioned here that the problem of 
stability in tho a;>paratus was a very serious one and hold 
up these measurements for exactly one year# Xt was only 
after many tests and after the incorporation of numerous 
inprovomonta that sufficiently good porforaanco was obtained 
for the precision measurements of time delays etc. to be 
carried out.

(3•^) hesuits and Discussion.
(a) Timo dolays with liaXfTl) and nntJiraoene

Tho changes in tine delay t^ for different energies
in haX(Tl) and anthracene scintillators aro shown in fig.
3#10, For each material the experimental points wero 
measured relative to one another. Tho solid curve drawn 
through the 2JaX(Tl) points was calculated from eq.(2.22) 
on tho assumption that (Q ♦ l)/2 was tho chargo emitted 
at tho photocathode by the liberation of 3#2 koV in tho 
scintillator. Thus although Q itself was not known tho 
ratio Q/R was osscntially known and the points could bo 
correctly plotted. The value of 3*2 keV for (Q f l)/2 
was chosen simply to make tho curve fit tho points# and tho 
soro of the time scale was obtained from those considerations.

It was tlicn found that the above figure for (q t l)/2*
taUf.u iu conjunction with tho measurod rolativo officieucy
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niKl decay time of aiitJiracono ĵavo tho theoretical curvo 
dr.-mm throujh tlio anthracene pointa in fi^* ^ m l O m  Tiio 
cxct^llent fit In thia case otipliatically oonfirus tho validity 
of the method and tho corrcctneaa of the data*

Vh©n it was first attociptod to oako the data for the 
Ji;: 102 plastic scintillator fit this scheme ^ood «i^jreenent 
could not bo obtained* Not only did the relative 
orricicncy and decay time of ND 102 fall to i^lve values 
of consistent with the results for Nnl(Tl) and 
anthracene, but the shape of tho curve drawn through the 
l^lastic points was wronj. These points could not be 
fitted by an e<iuation of tho typo (2*22) for any values 
of y or Q* This matter will bo reconsidered a little 
later*

(b) Determination of Pand Q*
It has already boon said that for a conplotely 

satisfactory description of time delays and resolution it 
is necessary to know Q and R as numbers of photooloctrons*
Xu the last section it was seen that attempts to determine 
F, and hence R, by consideration of the ener^ resolution 
woro noitlicr accurate nor convincing enoU(;h to meet this 
demand * la tho course of the work another method was 
found which doos allow an accurate determination of Q*
Tills method is noat and much more convincing than any of the 
earlier methods for the determination of either U or P*
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p lo tted  against th e  variance for Nal(Tl) and a n th ra 
cene for large values of 1̂- By th e  use of eq. (4) and the  gradient 
of th e  m ean line dra%m through  th e  poin ts, a  value of 15 was 
obtained for Q, showing overall consistency of in terp reta tion  for 
large The line does not go through th e  origin because of the  
con tribu tion  to  th e  variance from channel 1 scintillator and the  

m ultipliers.

FIG. 3.11
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In tin; original Post-Schlff trcataont on equation was
%^Ivca (e 1. (2.14) ) linking» (S and t.̂ . To first order 

this oqiuitiou 1» iJidopencUïnt of K| viz ;

\  \x (3'il)
In tho more accurate Oatti troatmcut tho aiuilô ûe of this
equr.tloa is obtained frota ec^uations (2.22 ) and (2*23) and
it,

‘̂ ' “ I T ï ï ï ï F  (3 .12)
% 2Sin CO ^ and can be obtained directly froii the curves

of fifT* 3«9 a plot of those can be nado and should ^Ive 
a stFiiicht line with (jradlcnt detorwiuoii by Q. This la 
f>hoH‘n in fit;.3 # H  # Here points are ijlottod for both 
ïial(Tl) and antiiracono. It will be noted that a lino 
drawn t!irough t]ie pointo for Mal(Tl) imkoe an Intercept 
01 the ^  axis. Tills is the contrlLutlon to f  froia the 
E’.iiltipliers and from tho plastic acintillcitor In oiiannol 1 * 
It will be noticed also that tho intercept for tho 
an titra cone pointa is slightly larger than for tiie NaX(Tl)
points. Tho reason for thlo Is that tho anthracene points

22 / \ were obtained with a Ha sotarcH, tho Hal(Tl) points with a
GoCo source. Hence the contribution from oiiannol 1 was

greater in tho case of anthracene.
rroi.i the mean lino drawn through tine points a Value 

of 15 is obtained for Q. Tlilc figure, taken In conjunction
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with the value of 3#2 koV for (q + l)/2 quoted earlier 
gives a result for Nal(Tl) ofI

P *» 2.5 - 5/" photooloctrons/koV

(c) Tine delays with nlastlc and liquid.
It hao boon otatcd that the aoasurod changes in t_o

for plastic and liquid aolntillatore could not bo accountod 
for by eq. (2.22). The reason for this is that in the 
ease of these fast scintillators there la a considerable 
effect due to tho paruiueter X# eq. (2.26) . This effect is 
nost serious when is approciablo and when t^ X . As 
orplainod in chapter 2, 0 n q only in the Ideal case when 

= 0# In all other cases C<Q. Tills la because the 
limited speed of response of the aultiplior (as measured b y X ) 
to a delta function input (single photoolcctron) Introduces 
an additional delay whose energy dependence is <Ufferont 
froa that given in eq. (2.22). Put another way* 
when tho limiter valve Is cut off by C equivalent photo- 
electrons some of the information from the scintillator is 
still in transit in the nultiplior. Hence q, tho number 
of actual photoolooirons is greater than C by tlio amount 
which is, effectively« still in transit.

It is to be expected therefore tiiut tho curves of 
Colombo ot al. (193?)• based on a full consideration of 
tho inplications of X  » will more adequately describe tho 
P&rforiiJuacH of the x>lastlo and liquid scintillators.
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equivalent to  th e  c u t off charge. C/7? oo \jE where E  is the  

energy liberated  in th e  scintillator.

FIG. 3.12
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3*12 shows the data for these sciatiliators plotted 
after the fashion of fig# 2#i0b which was taken from 
Colombo et al• (1957)• If these two figures are compared
it will be apparent that tho Gatti doscription le a good 
one $

Following Colombo et al., calculations have been 
made in an effort to determine X, In their paper It 
is shown that

r
G(t^) = \ 1 (t)dt (3 .1J)

where C Is the charge aollected in tir.ie % and Jl(t) Is 
the current output pulse of tho photomultiplier#

i(t) = jl(t*) f(t-t*)dt* (3.14)

In (3#l4) l(t) is tho illumination function of the 
photocathode which, for simplicity, can be assumed in the 
calculations to be

I(t) = I  (3.15)

Also# in (3#1^) f(t) is the single electron response 
of tho multiplier, assumed to be#

f(t) » c( e (3 .16)

where c » J ^ A  in order to satisfy eq# (2 .26)#
In the paper referred to it is also eh own that#
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rtl
{t i (t) dt
fi(t) dt

)t i  (t) dt (3.17)
c(q)

Asauninc (3.13) and (3.16) calculations of t wore 
made for various values of X  und it was found that tho 
plastic curve of fig. 3.12 could be obtained roughly with 
^  % 10 ^ see. Tho ohapo was not (̂ uito correct but this 

probably due to tho inadequacy of eq. (3#l6). It was 
concluded therefore that tho 63^2-A tubes used for the 
mcasurcoonts gave a single oloctron output whoso second 
iuoLient was ^1 naeo. That is to say the intrinsic rise 
tine of the photomultiplier is ^ %  nsec.

It may be asked whether or not A has any effect on 
the naX(Tl) and anthracene data# It can be seen in fig.
3*12 that for E £ 100 keV the actual curve for has very 
much the same shape us the broken curve calculated from 
eq*(2#22). Thus the sfi üct of ̂  at those energies is 
essentially an alteration in the zero of the time scalo, 
by ^1*3 nscc. in this caso. Calculations in which X  was 
assumed to be 1 nsec. shoved that for haX(Tl) and anthracene 
the shapes of the curves would not bo affected in tho energy 
ranges considered but that the zero of the tioo scalo would bo 
shif ted by 9 x 10 sec. in the case of the foncier and
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•9^  1#0 % 10 Qoc* In the case of the latter# Only 
at very hi^h euer^los would oq# {Z»2Z) be aeriouely 
tülsleadin^; for these scintillators. Thus, consideration 
of 'X docs not alter the earlier analysis of these data#

(d) lleaolution with nlastlc.
It was explained in tho last sootion how measurements 

of for plastic wore wade by ch^mjing the enor^^y in both 
channels sinultaiioously by oquul amounts. Tho results \ t e r o  

corrected for finite "window** width, i.o. allowance was made 
for the variation of t^ in tho energy ran^o selected by the 
use of fie* 3«12. here oq. (2,23) for tho varianco strictly 
valid the contribution of tho two plastic scintillators to 
the total variance would be correctly ^ivon by the broken 
curve of fit;, 3 «13 (assuming the data of Tablo 3*1 and 
Q « 13)« The inclusion of a second order term in oq.
(2,23) and tho effect» of gain fluctuations in the 
photomultiplier t^ould raise tho broken curvo slightly at 
lower energies and make it concave upwards like the 
oxporintcntal curve. Dut there would still bo a substantial 
gap ^ 3  X 10**^^ socT between the two curves# Tho effect 
of tho electronics, as exliibited by curve A in fig. 3*2b
is of only minor importance and so this contribution of

■•20 2^  3 X 10 sec* to the total variance must bo largely 
the result of time spread in tho photomultipliers, i.o.
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%Interdynodo fluctuations and photoolcctron transit tine
%fluctuations Spk .

As explained in chapter Z tiieoe effects have been 
considered in detail by Colombo et al. (1937) and Gattl 
and Svolto (1939)# In the latter paper it is assuued 
that% arises fron tho cumulativo effects of intordynode 
fluctuations and is given by

(n - 1) (3.18)

wUoro n is tho number of dynodcs. This should not 
he confused with the variance on the centroid of the single 
electron response or with the variance on 'X itself. From 
eq,(3*18) it follows that for tho 63^2-A and X ̂  10**^acc.,

3 X. lo“^^ 800. The effect that this has on can be 
understood in tenao of equations (z.29) and (2*30)# The
function q (R) is always greater than Q so that is 
incroasod by the effect of X and <^7is decreased. Q(R) was 
obtained graphically from fig. 2.10a and it was found that 
tîîo experimental curve of fig. 3# ̂ 3 could bo accounted for 
in tho range 5^0 koV - 70 koV if it wcro assumed that:

X 10~^^ sec.

This is very roasonable sinco tho maximum time delay 
between x>hotoeloctrons leaving tho centre of tho photocathode 
and others loavini; tlio circumforence of a circle 2#83 cm. in 
dimeter is quoted by tho uanufacturero of tlie 63^2«*A as
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1 #3 nsec. For a circle 2.3 cm« in dieweter, as used 
in t!ie Fieasurementa, the aasinuia relative delay will bo 
l.U *# 1*2 nsec. and tho r.ka«8« delay should be about l/fST 
tiwe# this, i.e. ^ 8  x 10*^^ see. It must bo remembered 
that in the exigeriuont the tubes wore run at higher voltages 
than recoiTiPondod eo that Zgl̂ should bo lower than the figure 
Just quoted. Also it is apparent fron eq. (2*24) that there 
is a contribution to fj?wfrom the dynodos. However, this 
iu only ̂ 6/̂ and so Epk can bo almost entirely attributed 
to the transit time fluctuations botwoen photocathode and 
first dynode*

Above about 3G0 keV only one measurement was made, not
^ 2sufficient to give the exact variation of O* with l/C ,

Fro Cl equations (2,29) toid (2.30) it is expected that oT̂  should 
tend to zero at very high energies (several MoV), This
would Mean t)iat tho solid lino in fig. 3*13 would not 
intereoct tho (f\ixis at the point shown but at a lower point 
detemined mainly by tho olootronics.

An important conclusion to be drawn from all this ie 
that in the apparatus used for these measurements the 
contribution of the scintillators (in the caso of plastic) 
to the FWU is outweighed by the contribution from the 
riiiltix>lior6* Fig. 3*13 reveals that at 1 HoV the 
contribution of tho scintillators accounts for loss than 10/# 
of tho total variance. Here then it is desirable to
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^ • Tlio x>rocôdure la, however, not as simple 
a© eq# (2 .20) suggests. The effect of A must bo taken 
into account# Thia matter has not yet boon pursued any 
further but as a result of some oorrespondenoe with R.E.Dell 
it is intended to nakc further cicaaurcnionto which, it is 

, will show how or^may bo minimised.
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ciUPxnK k
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(  ̂« Ù  I j t t e p dMc t i p n

if tor sovcral unsuccaeaf ul attenjpts had booià t̂ ado 
uUfjiurvu portnrbod ular corrol«ttioa orroot^ In tao 

docay or mid (for which sco chapter 7) it was
ffiïcltîctl to attoupt noao taoaoureaciito of iaoaeric ilfotlraoa* 
iwu oX* theae had alroudy boon inveoti^pited (sou also chapter 
7 ) oil I without any (3ucccai3t and as there has been c^uite an 
iatcnsivo study of tho lifotioos of excited states in recent 
ye.irfî there io not a <;reut doal of eco]>o for lioaaure*lents 
Xai thlrj field. 13y tho use of l4 MeV neutron reactions a
i;u :hcr of interesting; sources can be uxide and in cliaptors 5 
ail h tho useful ne SB of this tochaifiue will be shown. This 
uo Ih'id of activation is one v/hic)t seems never to havo boon 
ixTritd for tho j/urposo of i^^oueric studios.

Alto tiler iiao of enquiry is tho iaves tiq ition of very 
lew onoTiAy levels. buch lovclo arc intorostin^q not only 
iroa the general standqmint of nuclear isomorisia but also 
fro 1 tho point of view of tho Hossbauer effect. They 
present quite a difficult problem in nousureneiit techniques 
laîÊay fê alihoiitih the radiative life time luiy be <;uite Xon^* 
itiiornal conver:.?ion is usually the dominant decay code und 
tluj Diiiservcd lifotime can theroX'ore be quite short (ooo figo. 
-i.l #ïud Tv,'0 fiirtiur fuctors that naka î iich
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iiidaaurementB Ulfflqult are the inoreuaed resolving; time of 
fast coincidence aystens at low energioa and the widening 
gulf between photox>eak oiiorgies and Compton edge onergloa*
Tills last fact mcana that l o w Z  plaatlo scintillator^t which 
have the best resolving times, become rapidly Ineffective 
for Y#"fay detection and time resolution as the energy Is 
loitered*

As a result of these various factors a decrease In
energy for any kind of transition faster than E3 is
accompanied at a^lOO koV by a more rapid Increase In tho time
resolution than In the observed lifetime* Consequently low
energy measurements are difficult* This has lead to a
number of variations in measuring toclmiquos* Since
conversion cooffiolonts Increase as the energy is lowered
It is bettor to detect the conversion cloctrons rather than
the T-*rays* By this means Ball et ai* (lÿ6o) havo boon able

—10to determine mean lives of 3 3c 10 seo* or so for lovels 
as low as 4^ koV from tho slope of tho delayed resolution 
curve* Beokhuls and do Uaurd (195^) developed a special 
technique of accelerating; the low energy conversion electrons 
bofore detecting them and by this moans wore able to 
î̂ icîasurê the lifetime of the B koV Ml transition in 
By tho same moans Beokhuls (reported In Bockaa and do Uaard 
1939) was unable to dotermine the lifetime of tho 30 keV level 
in H© obtained only on upper limit of 3 x lO"^ sec*
for tills transition*
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It seemed, tliorofore, that it aî jlit Just bo possible 
to detarmino this lifetime with the apparatus doscribed in 
chapter 3* It was thou{;ht possible to obtain a FVIl of 
V 2  X 10*"̂  aoc. with ono counter detecting; 30 keV conversion 

electrons, in which case a life time of e^l nsoo # or wore could 
bo determined from tho slopo of tiie delayed resolution curve*

i,Oa the basis of these considérations an attempt was mdde to 
ncaaiire tho lifetime of tho 3^ keV level in usin^ a
13 day source of Da^ fig. 4*3

ior tho dot,otion of conversion electrons tho source 
h.ts to bo very thin and either placed directly on tlm \ 
scintillator or diffused within it* One drawback of theI
project was thought to bo tJio radiation from tho docay of 
tSie daU{;htor This decay scheme (fî ;* 4*3) involves
scvoral high energy Y-rays which would prove a nuisance i V'

\l4oin the examination of the 30 keV level in La # Soleotioh 
of the low energy radiation in the presence of so many high % 
energy events would bo difficult and overloading and paralysis 
effeoto would impair tlie time resolution*

For these reasons a specially thin scintillator 
(3*5 * 10**̂  inches) was i^reparod for counter 2 and was 
mounted on a recently obtained 56AVP photomultiplier*
Channel 1 detector consisted of a 6342—A multiplier with a 
disc of No 102, ^ inch thick* Tlie thin scintillator was 
prepared by placing a pellet of KE 102 botwoen two plates 
of glass and loading with 12-14 lead blocks in an oven.
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Tho source was placed on tho thin scintillator and the
arran^;oment coupletod as sliowii in fî #̂ 4 .4a,

The tine analyser was adjusted so that delayed
coavoralon electrons detected in the thin scintillator would
,j;ivo rise to a delayed tail on the resolution curve, this
tail couint; on the lower or left hand side of tho main poak.
Tha t is to say I events d (flayed in counter 2 would shift the
peak to tho loft. When a pulse height spectrum vras '
recorded the opposite was found. Fig. 4,4b was the first
Bpectrujrï obtained. It suggested that the delayed events
ucro being detected in counter 1 and that the mean life for

-9these events was ^5*3 % 10 sec. '
' tThe only events whicli could be detected by counter 1 

wcro tho {3-particles and tho Y-rays. I3y varyini; tho 
«^mergy selection in channel 1 it was dotcrnined that tho 
very highest energy pulecs in counter 1 produced delayed 
events. It was concluded thorofore that tliese events

l40must be produced in the decay of La # i.o, the delayed 
level was in By further investigation with the
j^^l40 it was established that tho 2,083 HoV level in \

. '\
Co (fig«4,3) was tho delayed one. In order to

140eliminate the possibility of error or contaminution a La 
i^ourco was obtained and was used to produce tiio results wiiioii 
wil3, now bo given.

l4oTho lifetime of the 30 koV state in La was neyer 
determined but will be the subject of furthor investigntion

Vi

!'■ \
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with an iuprovod tcciaiique for low energy work.

(4.2) Technique and Moaaurements»
The apparatua used iu this experiment was essentially 

the same as that described in the last chapter. Ilowevor# 
in order to demonstrate conolusively which level was the 
delayed one a special tochniciuo was used and for tho 
clarification of this technique u block, diagram of tho 
oyaten is given iu fif;. 4,6a.

Fig. 4.6b shows the sort of pulse height distribution 
whl-cU might bo obtained frou a tiuio— to-pulae hoi^;ht convertor 
t;hcn the source of tho radiations contains both prompt aiid 
delayed levels ( cf. fig. 4.4b). It is a mixture of a
pro ipt peak anil a delayed curve. Fig. 4.6a shows that
tho pulses fron the time sorter (tipie-to-heiglit convertor) 
pass from amplifier 4 through a discriuimitor to the slow 
triple coincidence unit to provide a gating signal. A t  

the samo time thoso pulses are fed to a socond discriminator 
(upper dine). When the latter fires, a veto pulse is 
applied to tho gate cancelling the event. Thus if the 
lower discriminator is set at a level corresponding to A in 
fig. 4.6b and tho upper discriminator at a level corresponding 
to D tho lengthening gate passes pulses only when a prompt 
ooincidonce occurs. Similarly, if the discriminator levels 
correspond to C and D the gate will open only for delayed 
events.
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With tUo awitc]i (f 1̂ ;, 4.6a) in position 1 tho 
discriminators were adjuatod whilo tlio delayed ooincidanco 
.Hpoctruoi was obsorvad on tho soroou of a laul tlcliannoX 
analyser# Tho adjuatraont could bo mudo oo that th©

ojioned for prompt # delayed or all event a as desired#
Ihe switch was then turned to position 2 so that oner^y 
pulses from channel 2 passed to the gate# In tills way 
tho radiations associated with prompt and delayed events 
coulfi be analysed. Technitiuea of this kind hav«i been 
used before. for instance a tnore rudimentary form of 
the present arrangement was used to elucidate a similar 
nituatiou in the decay of ^^(llrohn and haboy 1J?5^0 •

A minute quantity of active La^O^ was rubbed on to 
a dine of NE102 plastic scintillator 1#2^cm x l.p cm. diam., 
and covered with aluminium foil# This scintillator# 
mounted on a 6342-A photomultiplier# constituted th© 
3-ddtvfCtor (chaiuiol 1 ) # Tho second detector (channel 2) 
for V-rays was a 1" x 1" diam. îîal(Tl) scintillator also 
mounted on a 6342-A.

In order to use the technique Just doscribed it was 
nacoasary to take coincidences botweon p-i^articlos stopping 
in tlui plastic scintillator and Y—rays stopping in the 
Nal(Tl)# It was further necessary to select as wide an 
energy range as possible in the IlaX(Tl)# i#o# to aelcct all 
energies above a certain minimum# this minimum being
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Fig .4.7 ’f-ray energy spectra fron. Nal(Tl) obtained by 
using first prompt, and then delayed coincidences 
to open the lengthening gate of f ig .4-6A,  the switch 
being in position 2. These curves show that the 329 
and 815 keV y-rays are only in prompt coincidence with 
the ft's while the 48^ keV and 1.596 MeV T-rays are 
also in delayed coincidence with them.
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teriained by the pulse selector la that chanaol •
The use of sucJi a vide ran^;o of oner^jies results In poor
overall tiiae résolution, not we roly because 0* l̂ots lar(;e
a k low one rale 8 but also because of the tino delays t^

t
v .li ic li  axja^ieat (f when varies narUedly over the energy 
"window"#

In tlie present case the résolut Ion of the Y channel 
aad Its inlkoreiit tine delays were email enough for delayed 
events to be separated unef^uIvocally frow prompt events 
even when the pulse height selector in this channel was sot 
to select all energies above about 1ÜU keV. Under these 
conditions, of course, the lower dlscrirniuator level (C In 
fig, 4,6b) had to be sot quite iiigh so as to exclude all 
Xow energy events delayed In tiie instruuent. From fig, 
3#10 It can be concluded that the delay associated with a 
180 IceV event in Nal(Tl) le a# 5 x lo"*^ sec. greater than 
tlmt associated with a 1 HeV event # 1. e# the difference in 
dolay is about the samo as the life tine being measured.
Tills Consideration and the increased resolving time at 180 
koV meant that, speaking in terms of tIme# level C had to bo 
A/10 800, away from the liigii energy prompt peak, and this
in turn led to a ratlier reduced counting rate,

Û ith plastic as the ^-detector in channel 1 a wide 
range of energies could be selected with littlo 
deterioration of resolving time, In this way, with the
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Fig. 4.6 'Zp-ray energy spectra from Nal(Tl) obtained by 
using first all, and then delayed T-T coincidences 
to open the lengthening gate of fig.^-^A. One channel 
selected only the 1.59^ MeV T-ray while the other 
channel- detected radiations in coincidence with this. 
The curves show that the 329 and, less clearly, the 
438 keV T-rays are in advance of the 1-398 MeV rad
iation. The peak at 220 keV was caused by back 
scattered photons from the 1.598 MeV T-ray stopping 
in plastic.
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two detectors pr«ssocl together and a fairly high counting 
rata in the 8""channel both a good ooinciilence counting rate 
ami a good real/random ratio vore achieved,

hith tî»e arrangements Juat described the Y-ray 
fipoctra associated with both prompt and delayed events were 
recorded. Those are shown in fig, 4,7* Prom those 
curvos it can bo inferred that thu 487 koV and the 1,398 IJoV 
Y-rays are delayed with respect to P-rays while tlie 329 and 
613 kcV Y-rays are not. This evidonoe by itsolf indicates 
tlio 2,083 HoV level as the delayed one.

Fur confirmation of these results t*ie plastic disc in 
channel 1 was replaced by a larger encapsulated plastic 
scintillator and an external sourou was employed, Channel 1 
was then used to detect the 1,598 HoY Y-ray while the 
haX(Tl) scintillator in channel 2 detected Y-rayo in 
coincidence with this radiation. Under these circumstances 
deXayod coincidences in channel 2 woro* strictly spooking, 
prior events; i«e, they were caused by Y-rayo preceding the
1.398 MeV level by more than the resolving time of the 
apparatus,

tîpectra were obtained for events both in general and 
in delayed coincidence with the 1,598 HeV radiation# These 
roGulto aro shown in fig, 4,8 from which it is apparent that 
thn 329 and 438 koV Y-rays aro advanced relative to the
1.398 HeV Y#-ray while the 487 and 8I5 keV radiations are in 
prompt coincidenco with it. This confinas that tlie 2,083
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Delayed coincidence curve obtained from ^~y coincidences with Nal(Tl) as the y-ray 
detector and with the pulse-height selector in the y-channel set on the central part of the 487 keV  
photopeak (1 channel =  4 .25X 10~̂ ® sec). The extra counts below about channel 30 were caused 
b y instrumental effects. From this curve the value t  =  (4.96±0.13) X 10“* sec was found. From 
the average of three such curves each cahbrated independently a value of (4.97±0,09) X 10~® sec 
was obtained for the mean life, the greater part of the uncertainty being that of the cable velocity
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K 0Y  level is the delayed one. The"dalayed" curve of 
f1^* 4*8 is the only one which show3 the 4^8 koV photopeak 
clearly* In the "all** curve of fif:* 4.8 and the ’’prompt** 
curve of fi{;. 4.7 this peak Is rendered invisible by the 
Eaich larger 48? k©V peak. The absence of the 438 koV 
contribution is ncvortholoas noticeable in the "delayed* 
curve of fid. 4.7* The 220 koV peak appearing in the 
"all coincidences" curve of fid* 4.8 was caused by Compton 
backseatterod photons from the 1.3p6 MeV Y-ray stopping in the 
plastic sointillator•

The lifetime curvo (fî r. 4.Ŝ ) was obtainod from g-Y 
coincidonces with the pulse hei^^ht selector in the Y^chunnol 
set on the central part* of the 487 keV photopeak (son fii*;* 
4,10)* For this reason the admixture of prompt event» ia 
m a i l.

(4*3 ) UoHult and Discussion.
A mean life of (4.97 - 0.09) x 10^^ see. was obtainod 

froii the average of three separate mu asurements each (jiving 
a delayed coincidcaco curvo like tliat of fig. 4.9* Since
tlio internal conversion coefficient for this transition is 
^0*01 (Bashilov et al. 1938* Bolotin et al. 1955) ^  5 nsec
by equation (1.9). The reduced lifetime is therefore
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whore E is in HoV* This (jivos almost exactly 10*^ b o o *  

for the reduced lifetiue, compared with the single particle 
estimate of ^.6 x 10*^ soc. for an E2 transition obtained 
fror,i eq« (1 ,lo). Thus, assuming; an E2 transition the 
measured lifetime is 18 tintes longer than the single particle 
estimate* This contrasta strongly with tho lifetime of the 
1*596 MeV level which has boon dotozxiinod by nuclear resonance 
scattering to he (l.10 * 0 .I5) x 10 ^^soc* , I7 tintes shorter 
than tho single particle ostlmato (Ofer and Schwarzschild. 1959)# 

It would aeerj therefore that these two transitions in 
are <iuito different in thoir reduced lifetimes * The 

difference was so narked that it was wondered if tho 487 koV 
transition was M2* For an H2 transition of this energy tui» 
(1*11) gives 7*^ X 10**^ sec. for tho single particle lifetimo* 
This is just 15 # 5 tines longer than tho obeorvod lifetime *
Tho observed lifetime is therefore closer to the M2 prediction 
thr?.n to the E2 prediction* hut according to fig* 1.4 tho 
tendency ( on tho little data available) is for 112 lifetimes 
to bo longer than tlie single particle estimate, not shorter*
On the other liand tho tendency is for E2 lifetimes to bo 
shorter than the singlo particle estimate, not longer*

These doubts concerning the character of tho 487 koV 
radiation woro settled by an examination of the published 
data. both the spins and the parities of the principal 
1 tavela woro investigated by hisliop and Percy X Yorba (1934)*
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Per tho first throe exoitocl states (excluding the 0+ state) 
tlioy inferred two possible schemesi 2f» 4^, J- or 2-# 4-* 3+# 

( n the assumption (hydrodynamical model) tliat the first state 
eust bo a 2+ one they concluded that the first scheme was 
correct* If their experiment is aosumod to have been 
nnreliabio tho next two posHibilitioa are 24̂ , 4^| 3+ and 2-, 

J- which still imply an E2 transition from tho 2*083 HeV 
level* Thtf measurci.ients would have to bo in error by as 
much as 12'/J boforo the schoMe 2^ # 4-, 3" would be reus enable, 
tuiiiln-; possible an M2 transition from tlio 2*083 HoV level.

Bolotin et al* (1953)# Coleman (1953) and i£olly and 
Wicdonbock (1936) also studied this scheme luid on the basis 
of conversion coefficients and ratios # and directional 
correlation measurements they all found agreement with the 
assignment 2+ # 4*, 3'~* ^t did not soem reasonfible in the 
face of so much ovidonco to regard the 487 keV transition 
as anything but E2*(notoi none of these investigators were 
a.varo of tho 0+ level at 1*9 Mo Vf concerning which see 
chapter 7)

l4oThe result of the meaaur* ment on Ce was thus 
concluded to bo an unusually long E2 lifetime» and an 
explanation was therefore sought* Tho result was compared 
î itJi known data on E2 lifetimes in evon-oven nuclei witliiu 
the range 82^ N  ̂ 126* This was done after tho manner of
fig. 1*10 (Sunyar 1933)# as shown in fig* 4*11* Some
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FIG. 4.11

up-to-date plot of comparative E2 lifetime in the region 82 ^  iV ^  126. The horizontal 
hatched line is the single proton estimate and underlined symbols refer to excited states higher 
than the first. The open circles [AK =  2) and triangles {AK =  4) are approximate and refer to the 
five branches in the decay of the 1.5 MeV level in Gd̂ ®*. In obtaining the points, measured 
values of conversion coefficients and ratios were used where possible and where not possible the 

tables by Rose were used. The figure should be compared with those in refs. ®̂).
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discussion of these results is called for.
It can bo soon that most rocont data are in acreomont 

with the general tendency for K2 lifetimes in this part of tho 
periodic table, i.e. enhanced transition probabilities 
resulting frow colloctivo offsets. Host of the data 
refer to first oxcitcd states, i.e. low lying rotational states,
although tho 2+ states in and aro vibrational in
nature. As explained in cjtapter 1 all these transitiona 
should have enlianced probabilities. In and Hf^^^
( aunyar 195Jt hirh o t al. 1̂ 3S>t sunyar 1^38, bell and 
Jj^fgauson 19591 or er 1939» Ooldring and Vager 1961 ) the 
lifotiracs for botît the 2+ and tho 4+ statoo of tho K»0 band 
are known. As discussed in chapter 1 these should be in tho
ratio 10/7 (i.e. 1.43). The ration for the laeusurod values
arc approximately

Gd156 5.56 ** 1.39 approx.

= 1 0 8i •

Dy^ (nurde and UukuVy I96I) = I .65 - 0 0 3

XIîo last named figure is frou a recent publication not 
available when fig. 4.11 wtis prepared. Thu agreement is 
quite good and suggests that this prediction of the unified 
model is precisely correct.

Fig. 4.11 shows several points which do not conform
136to thf? general rule. In the caao of Oxi tho reason is
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to be found in the discussion of chapter X. There it was
pointed out that where a transition between rotational states
involves a change in the intrinsic state of tho nucleus
selection rules aro liablo to hinder the process* In fig*
4*11 the triangles and circles refer to tho vuriouo branches
in tho decay of tho 1*507 HoV level in (Gregors-Hansen
ot al. 1939» Ofor 1939). Tliw lifetime of this state has
been measured,(hell and Jorgensen 1939) and the branching
ratios are known. On the basis of the interprotation of
Grogers-lianseik ot al. (1959) three of tlie branches have
K̂. B3 2. Those are shown as circles in fig. 4.11 whore it
can bo seen that they fall close to tho single particle
estimate. The other three are K-forbidden, with &K » 4.
They are reprosentod by tho triangles in fig. 4*11 and aro

3slower than tho single particle estimate by about 10 . Thus,
while iiurely collective effects always speed up an U2 
transition, tho conblnation of oolleotive and intrinsic or 
ainglo particle states can result in considorablo slowing 
flown of the decay process.

The other oven-even lovols with hindered E2 transitions 
can be seen in fig. 4.11 to be all higher than the first 
excited state and to occur in nuclei close to the raaglc 
numbers. These nuclei are not deformed and can more 
correctly bo described by tho liydrodynamical model.

is rather exceptional in having both K and Z magic.
Pb*'^^i and all have similar spectra and the
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hindered transitions aro all from tho second otato to
the first 2+ state * In the Pt> isotopes there is also a
hi(,hor 4+ state which probably corresponds to the two phonon
excitation. The lower 4*6 state is therefore a particle
excitation of tho 2+ state. Tlie samo applies to the 4+
state in Ce^^^. Its first oxoitcd state is close (0«94)
to the prediction of the hydroclynumical model (Coleman 1958).
hence tho 4+ — ^ 2+ decay in each of those nuclei is ratlmr

156similar to tho K-forbidden decay in Gd # and the fact that 
these transitions are slower than the single particle estimate 
is in qualitative agreomont with what happens in deformed 
nuclei when there is nixing of states.

In view of these various remarks it appears that the
l4oresult for Ce is consistent with other data on collective 

effects. There is no precise theoretical prediction with 
which the result can be compared, as in the case of 
rotational excitations, but the overall systeciatios for IÎ2 
lifetimes in this region of the periodic table reader the 
result much less surprising than it appeared at first#
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(5*1) Iniroduc tlon.
Fol lowing; tUo dlocovery of the unusually lon^ Jj2

i4olifotlrae in Ce other Bx^horlcal uuclel showing both 
vibrntloual and particle excitations were sou^^ht# The 
possibility of similarly roturdcd E2 transitions in such 
nuclei was envisaged and it was considered a worthwhile 
natter for inv( uti{;ation# Great str*Jis.s has boon laid in
tho literature on tho enhancement of nost E2 transition 
probabilities and consequently a aorlof^ of transitions of 
this multipolar!ty and character i/iiicii did not exhibit the 
usual enliunconieut i/ould provide an interesting addition to 
tho data on isomeric states*

The first obvious nucleus for study was (ïluilin
0 iiunîcor et al. This is jjroduced by tho decay
13bof Cs and has a level structura, fig. f)#lb# very similar 

to that of of. fig. 4.5* aloo lias N a 82 and
tho close roBeublauce between its lovols and thoso of 
ia:"!cdiatoly suggests that the 1.89 MeV level is a 4+ state 
and that tiie 463 koV transition from this level to the 1 .43 
XeV 2+ level is E2 and is retarded*

1 nii
Cs (32m*) could be produced by the (n#p) reaction on

131 iiia with 14 lIoV neutrons from the h*T, set* The use of 
l4 McjV nc-iutroaa for source preparation had boon tried quite u
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long time before this and found very successful* It Is
discuHsed wore fully in chaxiter 6*

iUiotlior nucleus to which some attention was given
is Tlio level sclieme of this nucleus is rather
different fron tJiut of (Girgis and Van Lieohout 1939)

136and thi' parent Ce has a half-life which is rathur long 
(13 days) for prex>aratioa by the above uethod# Production
of this isotope would be both expensive and difficult, 
theâê reasons it lias not ao far boon oxplorod*

No other nuclei in the region of h « 82 were found 
suitable for study. Attention was therefore dirootod to 
the regioaa of Z « $0 and IJ » 5G, The only nucleus wliich 
was found to have a proriising decay schcno and which could

I 0{)be obtaine(J easily was 8n (2 « 3d). This is produced by
120the decay of Sb (5«8d) and lia© particle excitations

cuperinposcd on tho two phonon excitation at 2,22 MoV
(fig, 3,1a) , Tho transition 6+ —— ^  4+ night thorofore
î?aV0 quite a long life tine, The parent nucleus could bo

J 21produced by tho (n, 2n) reaction on S b ,

(3 .2) Lifetine of the 1,89 HeV Level in
Natural barium consists of 72/j so if it ia

irradiated by l4 MeV neutrons 2,6 Minute should be
138produced by the (n,2n) reaction, and 32 tainut© Cs by the

(11,p) reaction (Xiiuliu 1934, bunker et al • 1936) . (n,2n)

reactions have quite high cross soctious in general v/hilo th©
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(n*p) réactions aro normally much lees productive.
Furthornoro many early cetimatos of (n#p) cross sootioas 
liav© more recently been shown to bo too ]&i(;h. For iiistanco 
Paul and Clarko (l953) quoted tho (n^p) cross section for

a
flfpiro of only 2.2 r»b. for tho same reaction. Tho

113production of Cs ^ cannot therefore be expected to bo very 
C^roat.

Ordinary BuSO|^ was irradiated in tho H.T. sot and tho
118re oui tin/; irradiations examined for the Cs activity.

Thift could not bo found. Instead» after the rapid decay 
of the 662 koV radiation» a prominent Y«-ray of 383
keV, having a half-life of 2.Û hr. was observed. Other
Y—rayw were also observed but the 385 koV 0110 stood out 
particularly and prevented any small 462 koV peak bo in/; soon. 
This 3B5 KeV Y-ray was not identified. Ba CO^ was irradiated 
with the same result.

To got rid of tho unwanted radiations 200 mg. of 
separated enriched to and in the form of 287 mg.
of BaCO^» was bought from Oak Bidgo National Laboratory.
Ihen this material was irradiated the only activities 
produced to a tioasureablo degree were thoso of and

That of was dominant but by tho use of fast
B-Y ooincideaces to open the gate (see fig. 4.6a ) the 
energy spectrum in fig. 5»2 w^s obtainod. This spectrum 
ia not very impressive but it does show tho 463 koV photopoak
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and it wad conalclarod to bo a rollablo oiiou^b Ideatifioation 
of tho activity.

The apparatus was then arranged for time measurewent.
A I** thick NB102 plastic sointillator# oovcrod by thin 
aluuiniuu foil and mounted on a 6^42*^A photomultiplier 
constituted the p-detoctor# while tlie V-dotoctor was u 1" x 1** 
dian* Hal(Tl) scintillator# also on a 6342-A. Tho energy 
selection window in the Y^channol was set roughly on the 
463 koV photopeak and the delayed coincidence speotruw 
recorded for about three hours. The result is shown in 
fig# 5.3.

from this curve the mean life is derived ast

r « (2.9 - 0.2) * lo”^ 800.
Conseiiuently tho transition is Just slightly slower than the
single proton ostlmato. It is not as slow as its analogue
in Ce^^^# but neither is it enhanced as in b o many other
cases. Hence it may reasonably be concluded that the
original thought concerning this transition was Justified#

l40and the result may therefore be lumped with those for Ce 
and the Pb isotopes as illustrating a slower kind of B2 
transition which occurs when there is a mixing of states.

(5,3) l.ifotlmo of the 2.31 MoV Lovol In Sn
120The level scheme of Sn has already boon given#

fig* 5.1a. This is the revised scheme. As originally 
propOi^ed the! second highest level was at 2.42 MeV and the
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two low energy T-rays woro emitted in tho opposite order 
£roi * that sho^vn in fig, 5 * la. it is only tiiis experiment
which allows tJio radiations to be put dofiiiitoly in the 
order shown in fig# 5.1a.

Tlie two higii energy Y-rays are probably both E2 
radiations from tho decay of vibrational states# although tho 
lifètimo of the first state at 1.1b UcV is only slightly 
shorter than tho single particle estimate. It was 
dotornincd by Coulonb excitation to be 7 x 10 soc.
(btolsou and McGowcxn 1957) # The two low energy radiations
arc therefore very likely to cone from iho decay of mixed state

l4ü 118oinilar to those in Oe and ha •
The decay of Sb^^^(5.3d) was investigated by McOimii» 

(195^). he showed by delayed coincidence methods that tho 
2.51 HeV level had u half-life of 11 psoc.# and on tho basis 
of the internal conversion coefficients he concluded that tho 
39 and 199 keV Y-rays were HI and E2 r«3i>ectivoly. McGinnis 
did not doteruine directly the order of those two Y-rays but 
inferred that tho 89 keV photon was emitted first by the 
following argument.

Tlio El transitions in and from the 410 koV
5/2 - level to tho 7/2 + level have a half-life of ^ 9 x TO  ̂

sac# which is 10^ tines longer than tho ainglo proton estimate4 
If the 89 keV El Y-ray ie emitted in the decay of the 11 psec. 
level in its life time is h x 10^ tines greater than the
G ingle particle estimate# uJiile if this level decays by tho
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cralssion of tho 199 koV Y#»ray tho transition would bo 300
times Blower than tho singlo partlolo oatiuute for an 332
transition* Sinco H2 transitions are (jonorally faster than
nroilicted by this modal it is roaaonabla to aasociuta tho
the 11 ^sec* half life with the 89 koV Cl Y-ray.

'As is about to be shown, the order of tho Y-rays
Im not in faot that couoiiideU by 2:cüinnis, and in view of the
findings reported in tiiis tîiosis it is not unreasonable to
accept the EZ transition as 3^0 tioos slower than tho
%^t)iSHkopf estimate* The slow C2 transition in pb^^^ is

600 times slower (fi(%* 4*11) than this ostinuto*
Ordinary anticaoay powder was irradiated by 14 lleV

notttroiiB in the U*T* set for several hours each day over a
period of about a week* These irradiations were done at th©
sa;;;a time as thoso on ohroniuo (next chapter), tho antimony
ami chroniiiui bcin^ placed simultaneously in a special
container* Tho cross ooction for tho (n,2n)reaction on

( 3 7 of natural Sb) leading to tho 5*̂  ̂day activity is
1,100 nb* (prestwood and Bayhurst 19^1), and in accordance

12^with this high value a good activity was obtained* Sb ** 
(2*0d) was <j1so produced but presented no problem* Tli© 
low energy Y-ray spectrum obtainod from antimony is shown 
in fig* 5*4a, tho high onorgy opoctrum in fig* 5«4b*

The life time which was wanted was that of tho 199 koV 
transition which, according to McGinnis (1938) ia Ii2 and
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follows the 89 koV transition* On tho basis of tho results
for and this lifotimo was ©xpectod to bo quit©

-8lon:̂ ;* porhapf* ^ 1 0  see* It was therefor© considered
iTortlitsrhilo attempting the noasureaent with two HaX(Tl)
meiatiilators, one for the 89 k©V photon and the other for th©
199 kcV photon. With such scintillators and low cner^or
radiations the tine resolution would be poor, but for a
lon^ enough lifetime the measurement would b© possible*

Tliia was found to be the case* Fig* 3«5 shows a

delayed coinoldeuce spectrum obtained by talking coincidences
he two on thu two low energy Y-raye* The energy ’’windows*’ were
set on tho photopoaks for thoso radiations* It will be
noticed that this curvo is better than that (fig* 4*9)

l4oobtained for Ce , in the sense tikat it ie linear over u
greater range* The reason for this is that stops woro tniton
to overcome the ’’instrumental effects’* referred to in fig * 4*9# 
The tiîîio constants of tho limiter circuits were altered and 
t ho counting rates were kopt low to ensure that tho standing 
currents through the limiter valves were maintained ae nearly 
c o n s t a n t  ao possible• In this way %)aralyais effects were 
kept to m safe level*

But fig* 3*5 is revealing in two ways * It shows directly
in conjunction with the settings used in tho apparatus at they . . .

time that the 199 koV f-*ray precedes the 89 keV radiation 
and that it ia the latter which is responsible.for tho
lifetine ajparent in fig. 3*5* From tho data this lifetime 
is dotcrninod asi
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X •» (8*43 i 0«18} X XcT^ 800#
Tiiio means that It is the 199 koV radiation which decays 
with a wean life of 1.43 x 10^^ sec. (Ti. «* 1.1 x  10*"̂  sec.}.
W1th these findings the scheme of Hc^innls needs
ro-excimiaation.

It seems very likely that the two Jiigh energy T-raya 
are iI2. Tho angular correlation results of McGiunis support 
this view, also does his value for tho conversion 
coofxiciont of tho 1.04 MeV radiation. Xn addition, as
hxia been pointed out already, tliis conclusion is consistent 
with the expectations of the hydrodyuataical model* The
first two excited states are therefore undoubtedly 2* and 4*#
The conversion cooffioienta quoted by McGinnis for the other 
two radiations and tho theoretical predictions are given in 
table 3*1*

Table 5.1

EY
(î5oV)

axlO*̂
(esp.)

Theoretical a(xlO^) Assign**'
HI H2 Ml 112 ment

o.cap 0.29-0.03 0.24 2.30 0.80 8.9 El

o.ipÿ Ü.13Î0.023 0,025 0.12 0.093 0.52 U Z

These data loave no alternativo to hia conolusious that the 
89 keV Y**ray Is El and tho 199 keV one E2. This conclusion 
±3 supported by his angular correlation data. Ilonco there

is an transition of 199 keV having u radiation lifetime
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of 1$64 X and an El transition of 8^ koV with a
■•8radiation life time of 1*09 x lO" sec. Dy fig. 4.1 tlieso

Laru rospectivc^ly 2.7 x 10 and ^00 tlmoo longer than the 
citi,̂ le proton estimate. Here then Is another case of a 
retarded E2 transition# once again where there is mixing of 
colloctlvo and individual particle excitations. In 
accordanco with those conclusions tho third and fourth excited 
stated have to be and 7** rospeotively.
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CILVPTEH 6.
LIFETIfin OP Till: 152 keV Lr:VIX IN

(6*1) Introduction.
Xn giving consideration to tho oeasurcmout of Isoaorio 

lifotlses epccial attention wao paid to the short lived 
isotopes which could be produced by ono or other of the 
rcactlonD (n#2n),(n,p)# (n#n). The nuclei which can be 
produced in piles by tho comnon (n#V) reaction have been 
studied very thoroughly and in consequence there are very few 
likely isomeric levels which have not been examined by 
delayed coincidence methods. But many of the nuclei which 
are produced by the (n,2n) and other reactions have not been 
studied in detail and it seemed that thore was quito a range 
of such nuclei which could profitably be investigated. One 
of the reasons why some of those isotopes have escaped detailed 
attention is that they are often short lived# a few minutes 
to a few hours. For this reason they must be prepared and 
inveatigatod in tho same place.

From the viewpoint of tho present work the short luilf«» 
lives of these (n# 2n) products is an advantage because in 
many cases sufficient activity can bo obtained only when tho 
Irradiation lasts for sovoral half-lives* The optimum 
lifotlmo is therefore 2-3 hours.

Of the throe reactions mentioned at the beginning
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the (n#2a) one Is tho most productive haviiî p a cross 
scot ion /bib in many heavy nuclei. The (n,p) and (n,G) 
reactions have much lower cross seotious especially in heavy 
nucleif whoro Couloab effocts are strong;* Proton réactions 
were also considered and a nunbor of thorn included in the 
program cm but so far this process has not been utilised. It 
require G the use of the lar^e H.T. set while all the work to 
(late ha© been done on the small H.T. set. The latter when 
functioning; at its best produces up to 7 x 10^ 14 lloV 
neutrons per aocond, iso tropically distributed over a solid 
an;;le of 4it. A special target was prepared for this work.
It allowed tho material for Irradiation to bo placed very close 
to the tritium target but without its being In the vacuum.
The material could therefore be removed very quickly and 
replaced by a fresh sample without the vacuum being broken.

The 152 koV level of (fig. 6.I) is expected to have
quite H long lifetime. Uussbauni et al. (1954) looked 
for this with a minimum resolving tine of 2 x 10**̂  soo. but 
obtainm^I no positive results. In spite of this it looked 
as though this was a caso of a levol whoso lifotimo could bo 
measured very easily with a delayed coincidence apparatus.
The only difficulty was the production of the source.

has an abundance of only 4.5‘fa and tho cross section
for the reaction Cr^^(n,2n) Cr la only 26 mb. (Rayburn I96I).

49îlcnco thu production of 42 minute Cr was likely to be
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diffloultf especially as so many other réactions take place 
i/hcMi chromium is bombarded with neutrons* Notwithstanding;^ 
tiio isotope has been prepared and the measurement tsado* Pig* 
6»2(curve a) shows tho low energy spectrum obtained from 
ordinary chromium Irradiated for a short time in the H*T* set*

(6#2) Phagurenents end Results,
The experiment was tried first of all with plastic

scintillators because it was expected that the lifetime would
bo quite shortf perhaps a few nsoc* This was unsuccessful
a m i tho quest was almost abandoned when it was noticed that
the uusiber of non-prompt# random coincidencos was rather
inordinate* Thereupon two Nal(Tl) scintillators ware put in
placo of the plastic ones and a delayed ooiuoidenCe spectrum
waf3 quickly obtained# the lifetime being quite long and
requiring very long clipping lines for its determination*

In order to demonstrate that the observed period was
Lqtlmt of the 152 koV level in V the delayed getting technique 

described in chapter 4 was used. Ono counter was set to
sel ̂ ct the photopoak of tho ^ >îoV annihilation radiation from

totlîo Cr positrons while the energy pulsos from the other 
counter were by the delayed coincidonoo pulses aa
described in socticn 4*2* Tho result was the curve b of 
fig# 6#2 which clearly verifies that the 152 keV level is 
responsible for the delayed coincidoncos*

It will be noticed tbat the 83 koV photopoak le larger
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than that of the 63 keV radiation* Considerationa of tho 
dotoctiou officloncy and conversion coefficients do not lead 
to this conclusion* If tho data of Nussbaua et al. are 
correct tho two photopoak© should hav<̂  approxiiaately the same
area because nearly every 89 koV Y*-ray should be acccmpaniod

ir
by one of 63 keV* This suggested that the 89 keV level also 
had quite a long half life and that some of tho delayed 
photons from this level were associated with positrons 
feeding the Icvol directly* To check this possibility tho 
amount of 200fU delay cable used to separate the delayed 
fron tho prompt coincidenoea was varied to see if the ratio ofi? 
kcV/63koV areas would change* Tliers was no significant 
variation* This implies firstly that the 09 koV level is 
ohort livod and secondly that tho conversion coeffioionts quoted 
by Kuaabaun et al* aro incorrect* These authors realised 
thlB possibility and stated that tho figures might be in error 
by a factor of two* It seems now that this is so and that 

for the 63 keV transition is considerably greater than the 
value reported in the above paper* This would b© consistent 
with tho rather long lifetime of the I52 keV level on tho one 
hand aJid with the short lifetime of the 69 keV on the other.

For tho lifetime of the lg2 koV level the "window" in 
channel 2 was set on the 152 koV photopoak and the delayed 
coincidence spectrum recorded* Iho measurement was hindered 
by the presence of so many other undesirable high energy 
radiations* Although tht$ activity was weak the total
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counting rate wu® <iulte hX^h* Added to the Xong cXippin^ 
tines this neant that paralysis troubles were encountered at 
quite low counting rates* As a result the chromium 
activations had to bo kept short and had to bo nado frequently. 
Alno a delay of half an hour had to be allowed be two on activât-^ 
lion and use to portait the decay of short lived components.

Tho curve of fig;. 6*3 was recorded with 6 irradiations 
IA3.ÛÙ over a whole day. A time calibration was mad# haXTway 
tliroujh. Frora this curve the mean life has been calculatod

f  -(3.05 1 0.oa)x 10"® aac.

Fron this result tho radiation lifetimes for tho 2>il and 
h Z trausiticns can bo calculated* Aasumin^; ITuasbaum*s result 
for tho î>2 transition, « O.I6, and tv value 0*25 for
the Ml transition, tho radiation lifetimes are derived as 
7,7 % 10**̂  and 7*2 x 10*"̂  respectively. For the 3:2 
transition this is ^ 3 times shortor than the sing^lo proton 
estimate wliile for the Ml transition the result is 700 times 
loiîixcr than tho sinjlo particle estimate. These results are 
in general agroement with comparative data.
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Clt\Pfj :n 7«

PgRTUitPTir) ANGULAR C0HU1:LATI0U3 IN  T a ^

ANR OTIP'R \()R K .

(?#l) Introduction.
Xn chapter X soue considérât ion was given to collectivo 

effect# in nuclei and it was shown that quite a few of tho 
propertieo of dofortaed nuclei can be fairly procisoly 
predicted by tho simple treatment given there. In 
particular it WéiS pointed out that tlie ipiadrupole momenta of 
the different levels of a rotational band should be related 
by oq« (1*46) # In this connection, therefore, Uie theory 
provider a oijecific theoretical prediction, applicable chiefly 
to oxeited etates. Ihe other theoretical predictions 
concerning spins, parities, energies and transition rates have 
all been well substantia ted and it is therefore hardly 
credible that tho prediction concerning quadrupole moments 
should not also be correct* Dut, while this is so, an 
ezporiiaental verification of eq* (1*46) would still bo very 
gratifying and it is in any case desirable that this equation 
should bo tcstud for at least one particular case.

Tho problem raised in the preceding paragraph is a 
difficult one, namely the measurement of th© quadrupole 
moment of an excited nuclear state* The dotermination 
of ground state quadrupole momenta is difficult enough ,and
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genorally speaking, for an exoitod or unetable nucleus
the etaadurd techniques aro not applicable and in only a
few casoo ia a measurement possible.

nslissiuos and Davis (1959) have studied tho optical
197lines of 65 ïvour radioactive Hg and 25 hour isomario

and in this way hav© dotormiiiod the <iUadrupole iutoraotioi 
energies # Cn tlio basis of certain assumptions tho y were 
able to derive values for tlio quadrupole moments of these 
unstable nuclei* It is to bo noted that, éis in all 
dé ten) ina t i ous of quadrupole nononts # tlieso measurements 
required assumptions to be made * Tho reason is that 
controlled artificial field gradients sufficient to produce 
moasurable offeota cannot bo manufactured in tho laboratory* 
Consequently any measuromonts, whotlier by rosonanco, optical 
spectra or angular corrélations, will yield only the 
interaction frequency ^  of eq* (1*32)* Assumptions have 
therefore to be mado about before Q can be evaluated*

la section 1 *3b it was explained how measurements of 
perturbed an^jular correlations, especially delayed angular 
correlations, could lead to a value for the quadrupole 
interaction frequency. Such measurcnonts aro equivalent 
to those nado on stable nuclei by other me ana. They aro,
however, liable to special complications • When the Y##rays 
follow a 3-particle there is a change in Z with consequent 
effects due to shako-off electrons. Also there may be a
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oonsiderabio recoil of tho nuolou», and when electron oupture 
take5 placo there will bo effects duo to tho residual oleotron 
holo and to Auger transitions* Those effects must be 
considered and, if possible, evaluated in tlie interpretation 
of results for, as has been pointed out by several authors 
(e#g, Pottersson ot al. I96I), tho interplay between these 
effectB and tho static quadrupole interaction may conoiderably 
affect the angular correlation.

Tho nost reliable way of investigating tho static 
quadrupole interaction would bo by a delayed angular correlation 
wo a mûrement as doscribod and iiluBtraiod in sootion 1 .36#
Snell a measûrement night allow a clear distinction to bo made 
between static quadrupole and other effects and it would in any 
case b© the most accurate method for determining the 
processional frequency* The method has already been used 
(Lehnan and Miller 1958) with the results shown in fig. l*9b.
In this investigation static quadrupole and K-captur© effeots 
(not illustrated in fig. 1*9) were clearly distinguished in 
tiio tine dependent measurements of anisotropy. The resultant 
value for was rathor different from that obtained by 
integral correlation moasurcncnts (Steffen 195^, using eq,
(1.29) ) and indicates tlie superiority of tho delayed method. 
Where the processional period is short compared with the 
iooaeric lifetime the delayed method becomes more desirable 
and in the limit of a "hard core" integral correlation only 
the delayed aietliod offers any chance of yielding the
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interaction etron^th»
The caeo of is oimilar to the cases of and
in that the spin# of the interi.mdiate state is 5/2 in 

each case# hence the attenuation function is (;iven by
eq# (l#30). Tho same effoot has been studied in 
(L’ertheim and Pound 195^) where the relevant spin is 4 and 
the attenuation function la more complicated# As In the 
case of tho lifetino (o#27 pace#) and precaasional
period ( 'vo#! psec, ) are lonj and f^easuremerits of the delayed 
con elation were posaiblo.

ISlTho Qcasurononta which have been uttouptoci on Ta 
199and 1% and which will now be reviewed briefly are an

111 204extension of tho work on Cd and Pb into tho sub-* 
nanosecond region. The technique is more difficult but 
the experiments are perhaps more worthwhile (at least in the 
case of since it micht bo possible to relate tho
results to the collective model#

(7.2 ) Ibcperlmonts with and
1Ô1Tlie decay scheme of Ilf is ^ivcn in fi^# 7*1# TJis 

5/2 luvel at 462 koV is tho first stato of tîio ICa5/2 band 
(riottelson and Nilsson 1959) « The ground state lias Km7/2# 
Thuso two states aro therefore not iix tho saxio rotational 
band; they aro intrinsically difforcut, which is tho reason 
for the long lifotimo of the 462 koV level# Pofipite tho
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Intrinsic difference between those states it is unlikely that 
will differ very much between them. Hence Hq#(1.46) 

should be quite a roliablo guide to the difference In the 
relative magnitudes of their quudrux>ole moments. According 
to (1*46)

1.3

Thus if the quadrupolo interaction frequency vero detornined
for the ground state by, say, roaonance methods, and for the
excited state by correlation methods they would be expected
to bo in this ratio.

Unfortunately things aro not <iuite so straightforward.
In tho angular correlation measurements a tantalum nucleus
is precessiiig in a hafnium lattice* For a strict
comparison to be made between the two levels both sxx^^^rimenta
would Iiavo to be carried out under identical conditions.

131This might be possible if a etx̂ oiig source of Ilf were
allowed to docay for many half-lives(40d*) and if the
resulting material were then used in resonance ceosurementa.
notwithstanding these difficulties, as a first step towarda
tho goal montionod in the previous paragraph and as sm
example of tho technique on investigation of the delayed
angular correlation in polyory»talliao HfO^ was undertaken.

181In the decay of lif a fairly low energy 0-*p£gtiolo 
is emitted and subsequently ^he 482 koV level of Ta
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fed principally through the 19 psoc. level at 619 koV^
As a result it is expected that recoil and Ionisation effeots 
will not interforo with the x^recession of tho 482 keV level 
and only tho static quadrupole interaotion will influence 
the correlation. The x#roUleu has been studied by 
Debnsmier et al. (195^) using tho notiiod of integral 
correlations. Xn the case of hfO^ they found only tho 
"hard core" correlation and hence concluded that lPc( ^
350 Mc/soc. how for I o 5/2 the fuadanental froquoncy 
of precession is given (Uoor and Novey 1959) by#

ix X k = ^ )  ^  

20

Sinco the separation of the main peaks in the curve of fig.
l#9n for I«5/2 is 2ic/lo this separation must be loss than 

•»8about 2 X 10 GOO. Tho natter was pursued by Lewis and
A^uma (1957) # prior to tho author* @ work, who concluded that
their FUR of 4 nsoc. was insufficient (i.e. too largo) to
reveal the nodulations in the delayed coincidence curve.
On this account it seemed that the fundamental period of

-8precession was much less than 2 x 10 sdc. and that only 
an apparatus of very high resolution would permit its
measurement.
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Aa a eequol to tho work of Lewis and Azuma various 
attempts have been made by the author to obtain a delayed 
ooincidonce lifotimo curve showing modulations roughly like 
those of fig# 1,8# These offerte have met with no eucoeao#

The failure of tho oxporincnts on UfO^ was perhaps due 
in part to inexx>orienoe since this was tho first investigation 
undertaken by tho author, Tho time resolution was poor, 
th© apparatus was not very stable nor perfeotly linear and 
the prex^aration of sources was not planned in tho most 
efficacious way. As mentioned at th© end of sootion 3*3 
much time was spent in improving tho apparatus, and it was 
really only after the work on instrumental effects that the 
correlation experiment could be tackled in a knowlodgeablo 
way# îiy this time more consideration had been given to 
the work of other pooi>le and a different course of action was 
adopted,

181Debrunuer et al, (1956) in their work on tho Ilf 
docay scheme used sources of (Nll2̂ )^IIfF^ and Ilb^Hf Clg in 
which tho quadrupole interaction is much weaker than in 
IlfOg# In the case of (NH|^)yif 39 Mc/soc# so that
tho modulation to bo looked for in tho delayed angular 
correlation would be much slower than in tho case of IlfOg .
Tho only problem with this source was its x>roparation# la 
this connection tho author received advice and assistance 
from many i>oople, including hobruanor himself, but did not
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succeed In dcmonetratln^ the effect.
The preparation of llf or of tho very eimllar
Zr Fj haa been Ueecribed by aeveruX peox^XeC Deb runner 

et aX# X95Û* IlaendXer et aX. X952, lianpaon and Pan Xing; X938, 
Yon lleveay and Jant^en 19^3$ Baker 1879)* Xt was 
attcTîpted both with ordinary and with radioactive HfO^ 
both by the author and by two cheaists. The U.K.A.B.H. 
Radioohamical Centre » ^Werehaw declined to eiciku it and 
Dobrunnor at Zurich and Haddock at C<*wbridce were eonsuXted. 
The roeults wore never conolusive. FinalXy the Wah Chang 
Corporation» Albany Oregon kindly offêrod thoir hoIp# They 
eupplled different eamples of HfOg and Ilf Fy# Tliey
also enclosed 18 mg. of tho latter in a spoclaX quartz phlaX 
which was sent to them. This was irradiated at liarweXX 
and tho active double fluoride extracted and put immodiatoXy 
under liquid paraffin» to provont oxposure to tho atmosphere. 
Various sources of this material were studied both with 
îlaX(TX) and with specially shaped conical plastic 
scintillators and many dolayed resolution curves were 
recorded. Fig. 7m2 shows two delayed coincidence curves, 
cae recorded with the deteotors close to the source, the 
other with the detectors further back so that angular 
correlation cffocts would bocono apparent. There is no 
indication of non linearity in the curve» and even although 
the statistics aro poor the result was considered
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significant. The large anisotropy of nearly 4oÿ, in 
181Ta should make the perturbation (̂ uite apparent. It was 

concluded that radiation damage to tlie double fluoride had 
altered the internal fields near radioactive nuclei.

Xn the course of the work attention was turned to
other nuclei which might prove more suitable for this kind

199 197 / Vof experiment. In some respects llg and iig ^' (fig. 7*3)
181seemed preferable to Ta • Xn both oases the state of

interest has X=3/2. Both levels cun be obtained in
mercury itself ir®®̂ *̂ tuhle and are used as
sources. This would permit excited state and ground state
quadrupole moments to be compared under identical conditions.
The half-lives of the levels are acceptable, 2.4 and 7*0 nsec
respectively and the energies are just tolerable.

Both levels have been studied before, by Coburn and
Franks1 (1955) and Pound and Worthsim (1956). Coburn and

197Frankel measured the K-i correlation for hg in various
chemical forms. In the case of llg KO^ they concluded
that the attenuation arose from ionisation effects. This
would not apply to a Y-Y correlation. Pound and Wertheim

199studied the case of lig using liquid, frozen metal and 
Hg Clg. They deduced interactions of 590 Mo/sec. and 
1,101) Mc/seo. in the frozen metal and Jig 01 ̂  respectively. 
Thus the modulations to be expected would have periods of 
about 10 and 5 nsec. rcapootively and this should come within 
the scope of the apparatus.
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Tlie chief disadvantage of such a short lived source 
199mas Hg is that it has to be prepared on tho premises by

the reaction lig^^^(n,2n) The cross section for
this reaction is quite high ( '^Ib,), the abundance of
is quite good (23%) but in spite of this it has not been
possible to obtain a high enough specific activity for
these rather difficult measurements• Special conical
plastic scintillators were obtained in an effort to improve
the detection efficiency but to no avail. It seems that

1 9 9  1 9 7such an experiment is not practicable on lig . lig ^ ' 
has not been investigated but is under consideration. The 
best course seems to be thermal neutron Irradiation of 
enriched with rapid delivery from Harwell. The
radiations are lower in energy and the experiment is being 
left until some improvements in technique have been 
accomplished.

(7*3) Other Work.
(a) On the 0^ levol in Ce^^^.

As shown in fig. 4.5 there is a 0*̂  level at 1.9 MeV 
in Ce^^^ (Cork et al. 195X» Dzelepov et al • 1958# hzelepov 
ot al. 1958a, Langer and Smith I960). This level decays 
by internal conversion only and can be expected to have a 
lifetime of a nanosecond or so. The number of transitions 
through this channel is very low, 0.013%. (Dzelepov et al. 
1958$ Bashilov et al. 195*) # nikd so coincidences between
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B—particles and conversion olectroiis would be rare.
l4oDuring the woz^ on Ce a search was made for high 

energy e-e coincidences but only a prompt peak could be 
obtained. (whether this prompt peak included the desired 
coincidences or not was uncertain. With such a low yield 
of conversion electrons the summing effects of thu other 
radiations becomes quite important and the experiment was 
finally abandoned as being too impracticable. It could be 
done with a magnetic spectrometer but even thon it would 
be quite difficult.

oh(b) On i<b .

When 14 MoV neutron activation was first adopted as a
means of source production one of the levels investigated was

oh Hhmthe 24o keV level of Hb . 23 minute Hb decays by a
220 keV Y-ray followed by one of z4o koV. The metastable
isomer was easily prepared using kb^ 00^ and coincidences were^ j
obtained. Those were x̂ rompt and formed a resolution curve
just like that obtained with aimihilutlon radiation. Hie re 
was no difference in the widths of the curves and so it seemed

64that the lifetime of the first excited state of Ub is very 
short < 10 sec.

(c) Ci
1 o o m  H 4 biThe decay of Sb is similar to that of Ub except

that the Y-raya have lower energy. The me tas table state is
reported to have a half-life of J.^m. (der Heteosian and
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GoXdhaber 1951)* It was fouad Uowevur to decay with a
half life of ôm. , which was rather puzzling. Thin
, . . scintillators were used on two counters in an effortplastic

to obtain coincidences between conversion electrons from
the two cascade transitions. Coincideiices were certainly
obtained but the resolution curve was prompt, suggesting a
very short half-life.

Since this work was done dor Hateoaian and Sehgal
(1962) have investigated this docay scheme again and found
tixat the first excited state has actually a long half-life
of 1 #8 psec. On the basis of conversion coefficients this
slow Y-ray is  concluded to be ]£1 wlille the f i r s t  Y-ray w ith

3*5 m(?) half life is £2. Thus the transitions are
6 8retarded by ^10 and ^10 respectively.

In a private communication der Mateosian has referred
to some work by Meyer-Berkhout which ind icates  another le v e l 

122in Sb , with perhaps a very low energy transition of a few
keV# In view of this it is intended to pursue the matter
further.

(d) Future plans.
As a result of private communications with R.B.Uell it 

has been decided , as raentioned at tlie end of section 3*4, to 
add a little to the work on instrumental effects, principally 
to demonstrate the offectivenese of minimising and to 
compare different multipliers. This will be done immediately
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since the information will be of oonsiclerablo praotioal 
value to other experimenters*

After that it is intended to carry on the work on 
lifetime measurements and also the work on delayed angular 
correlations• In particular an improved technique for 
centroid shift measurements may be tried out and quite a few 
sources will be prepared by 14 MeV neutron bombardment and 
investigated.

A particular development which may permit the 
measurement of lifetimes of low energy states is a cooled 
crystal spectrometer, now almost ready for use. This is a 
cryostat in which it is intended to cool crystals of pure 
Hal and CsX to 60^K or lees. At those temperatures the
pure scintillators are very efficient and much improved in 
speed* The liglit from then will be extracted through a 7" 
quartz light pipe to a 36UVP photomultiplier. If the 
system works as planned quite a number of measurouonts should 
be possible*
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SUMMARY.

The work reported in this thesis was concerned with the 
use of a fast coincidence measuring system, i.e. an apparatus 
using scintillation counters for the measurement of short tim 
intervals between nuclear radiations. The results deal 
partly with the technique itself and partly with its 
application to the study of nuclear isomerism.

It has been recognised for a long time now that there 
are certain inherent limitations to the measurements which ca 
be made with a fast coincidence system. In the first place 
there is a lower limit to the resolving time which can be 
obtained and in the second place almost all fast coincidence 
systems generate by virtue of their detection processes energ 
dependent, instrumental time delays. This means that the 
apparent time of an event is influenced by the energy of the 
radiation. These two aspects of instrumentation are of 
great practical importance where very short times are being 
measured•

Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with these problems of 
instrumentation, chapter 2 with the development and theory of 
the subject and chapter 3 with the precise experimental study 
instrumental time delays and resolution. The results are v 
satisfactory. They demonstrate the actual performance 
of a system, provide illustrative curves and numbers, and 
indicate the manner in which any other system may be quickly 
assessed and its limitations ascertained. In addition the



measurements provide pleasing confirmation of the latest 
theoretical work which has been done on the subject and 
reveal the inadequacy of some of the earlier treatments.

The rest of the thesis is concerned mainly with the 
measurement of isomeric lifetimes, four new results being 
reported and discussed. The background to the subject is
considered in chapter 1 where the various features of Y-ray 
emission from nuclei are reviewed in simple terms and the 
relationship between these electromagnetic phenomena and the 
shell and collective models of the nucleus is described.
The value of the measurements lies principally in their 
bearing on these models, and while they provide only a small 
addition to the already substantial data on the subject they 
are not insignificant. Three of the measurements have
yielded results which do not accord with the general tendency 
of enhanced rates for E2 transition probabilities, thus 
emphasising the need for more detailed knowledge of nuclear 
states, particularly where there is mixing of collective and 
single particle excitations.

l4oThe first lifetime measured was in semi-magic Ce .
It is an E2 lifetime, 17 times longer than the single proton
estimate. This was qt first found rather surprising since

i4oanother E2 lifetime in Ce had already been determined as 
17 times shorter than this estimate. As explained in 
chapter 4, the result is not quite so surprising when more 
careful consideration is given to the results for other nude



This investigation suggested that there might be some
l40other retarded E2 transitions in nuclei similar to Ce , th( 

is to say in other semi-magic nuclei which seemed to exhibit 
mixed excitation modes. An immediate choice for further 
study was and Sn^^^, with Z = 30 rather than N = 82,
was also selected for experiment. This work is described : 
chapter 3* In both cases successful measurements were mad(

1 o o 1 ix Othe result for Ba being very similar to that for Ce , ai 
120the Sn result not only giving a lifetime but also

correcting an earlier misinterpretation of the decay scheme.
In chapter 6 the measurement of a mixed E2 and Ml

49transition rate in V is reported. This work was carried
out as part of a plan for the investigation of many isomeric
levels using sources prepared on the H.T, set by l4 MeVb.eutr<

138 120activation. The work on Ba and Sn was also carried 
out by this means but only after the efficacy of the procedu]
had been demonstrated in other cases.
The four measured mean lives are :-
2.083 MeV level in Ce^ °  (4.97 - 0.09)x 10“^ sec.
1.890 " " "  (2.8 - 0.2) x 10“^ sec.
2.304 " " " Sn^^°  (8.45 - 0.18)x 10“^ sec.
152 keV " "  (3.05 - 0.08)x lO"® sec.

Finally, in chapter 7 (and part of the introduction)
cmthere is a discussion ofunsuccessful attempt to observe the 

electric quadrupole perturbation in the delayed angular
181correlation between the 133 and the ^82 keV Y-rays of Ta



This was the initial project undertaken by the author.
It took up the greater part of 3^ years without yielding an] 
positive results. The reason for this lies simply in the 
difficulty of the experiment, which was tackled in several 
ways and which will be the subject of still further study.


